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Tracking Trends
			in Embedded Technology
By Warren Webb
@warrenwebb

wwebb@opensystemsmedia.com

Creative innovations reshape the
embedded environment
To survive and prosper in the competitive atmosphere of today’s
embedded industry, designers are constantly developing and
testing new ideas and innovations that can enable smaller,
faster, lower-power, and lower-cost devices while achieving
faster time to market. One of our objectives this month was to
identify and recognize a few of these innovative products along
with the prominent innovators who are changing our industry.
In response to the promotion for this inaugural Innovation
Issue, we received dozens of suggestions and entries specializing in our main topics of coverage: Silicon, Software, and
Strategies. Although it was a difficult choice, our e ditorial
team evaluated nominees and selected three winners based
on creativity, uniqueness, and value to the embedded community. As you can see on the cover, the winners of the
2012 Embedded Computing Design award for Top Embedded
Innovator are:
›› Silicon: Zvi Or-Bach, founder and CEO of MonolithIC 3D,
for breakthrough techniques that enable the fabrication of
3D semiconductor devices using conventional fabrication
equipment.
›› Software: Sebastien Marineau-Mes, Senior VP of
Engineering at QNX Software Systems, for advances in
embedded automotive technology, mobile operating
systems, and open-source development tools.
›› Strategies: Kwok Wu, Head of Embedded Software
and Systems Solutions at Freescale Semiconductor,
for networking and communications innovations that
connect users and smart devices.
In addition to the innovation coverage, this issue is loaded with
new ideas and technologies you can use in your embedded
design projects. For example, in the Silicon section, Alex Lin of
Advantech shows how the transition to multicore processing
platforms is revolutionizing embedded computing design
by removing many traditional constraints. Recognizing how
multicore delivers new capabilities and improvements to performance, power consumption, and cost, Debbie Greenstreet
and Atul Verma from the Multicore Processors Business Unit
at Texas Instruments issue a call to action for the industry to
establish a market-accepted multicore benchmarking strategy
that benefits not only embedded engineers, but multicore

www.embedded-computing.com

System-on-Chip (SoC) manufacturers as well. Presenting a key
technology at the center of multicore-based mobile devices,
Intel’s Max Domeika demonstrates how HTML5 can help solve
two of the biggest problems in embedded design: application
portability and performance.
The transition to multicore has made a significant impact on the
software development side of embedded design. In this issue’s
Software section, Brad Quinton from the Tektronix Embedded
Instrumentation Group outlines techniques to simplify the
on-chip instrumentation and debug process for ASICs and
FPGAs with increasing complexity. Continuing the debug
theme, Frank Schirrmeister, Michael McNamara, Larry Melling,
and Neeti Bhatnagar of Cadence Design Systems describe the
best methods to observe and evaluate the significant software/
hardware dependencies present in the latest generation of
intricate electronic systems. Emphasizing the need for software
developers to interact with hardware earlier in the design
process, Colin Walls of Mentor Graphics Embedded Software
Division explains how an integrated embedded platform offers
greater visibility into hardware and software execution threads
and enables more efficient debug.
Focusing on the rising popularity of In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI)
applications, this month’s Strategies section presents some
of the latest technologies that help enhance system usability
and safety. Scott Pennock of QNX Software Systems discusses
how spatial auditory displays can improve human-machine
interaction and serve as an enabling technology for new
in-vehicle applications. In addition, Marvell Semiconductor’s
Bart Giordano examines the impact of wireless technologies
such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Near Field Communication (NFC)
on current IVI designs and the next generation of vehicle-tovehicle communications systems.
The embedded industry is constantly changing as new innovations such as those revealed in this issue are implemented
and integrated into the latest devices and applications. We
are working hard to keep you up-to-date with the most recent
trends and technologies essential to your embedded design
projects. If you would like to present your innovation to the
embedded industry with a technical article or video, please
send me a suggestion or an abstract.
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The quest for measuring
multicore performance
By Debbie Greenstreet and Atul Verma

The market has long had standard benchmarks for comparing the performance of single-core
processors, but it lacks standard benchmarks or methodologies for comparing the performance
of multicore processors. Without this valuable information, software architects often must conduct
lengthy analyses of devices using application-specific code. The multicore community therefore
must take up the challenge to establish the needed multicore performance benchmarks that can
aid all members of the embedded supply chain.
While the availability of multicore
processors in the embedded marketplace is nothing new, today’s software
engineers can find a variety of homogeneous devices as well as complex,
heterogeneous Systems-on-Chips (SoCs)
as options for their designs. This high
level of multicore integration offers many
benefits, including smaller, lower-cost,
lower-power, and higher-performing
end products.
Advancements have been made in the
areas of tools and frameworks, and some
products have added programming
paradigms to help mitigate the development challenge around this complexity. However, the value that highly
integrated multicore SoCs provide is
discounted if software architects cannot
maximize the processing power of every
compute element within the multicore
processor device.
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Software engineers seek full multicore
entitlement through a standard method
for determining that capability on a
particular multicore device. While the
market has standard benchmarks for
comparing the performance of simple,
typically single-core processors, it does
not yet have these standard benchmarks or methodologies for comparing
the multicore performance (or multicore
entitlement) for complex SoCs, making it
difficult for software architects to select
the best processor for their designs.

as a standard by which others may be
measured or judged.” In other words,
benchmarking is not an absolute, but
a relative activity. And therein lies the
fundamental challenge when processor
architectures differ substantially in their
strengths and weaknesses: knowing
how to normalize these differences
to develop a measure that is both fair
and accurate. In practice, the problem
is rarely addressed, and end users are
left with measures that are difficult to
compare in a straightforward manner.

The benchmarking challenge
Benchmarking CPU performance was
relatively easy in the days when processors were simple and computational
performance was the sole focus. As processor architectures evolved, so did the
benchmarking challenge. According to
Merriam-Webster, one of the definitions
of benchmark is “something that serves

Traditional benchmarks have served
the embedded processor market well
so far, albeit in limited fashion. These
benchmarks are simple to understand
and limited in scope, measuring the
integer or floating-point computational
prowess of a CPU without looking at
overall system complexity. At times, the
software kernels executed as the test
www.embedded-computing.com

vehicles for such benchmarks are single
functions that can be optimized easily
by using intrinsic instructions or other
specialized features, which can make
the gains difficult to translate in true
customer applications. As a result, traditional benchmark values provide a firstpass metric to embedded processing
engineers when selecting devices and
carry weight with prospective vendors.
However, today’s advanced SoCs require
more comprehensive benchmarks to
reveal true performance and capabilities
in addition to any hidden bottlenecks.
With so many functions integrated on a
single chip, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to model and measure real-life
use cases. As a result, the industry is
already moving toward benchmarks that
target specific application areas such as
Java acceleration, Android performance,
or Web browsing performance. This
approach, which differs from synthetic
benchmarks, works well for processors
with well-defined application segments
and gives users a fairly accurate assessment of expected performance.
Multicore complexities
The problem is not so simple for the
new generation of embedded multicore processors being deployed in a
diverse range of applications, such as
medical imaging, industrial automation,
mission-critical systems, communications
infrastructure, and high-performance
computing. Architectural complexity
combined with complicated software
implementation compounds the problem. The internal connectivity of all of the
processing elements and system buses
within the SoC architecture affects the
computing performance of the device
and makes it more difficult to measure
and evaluate.
With multicore implementations, several
threads can execute in parallel on different cores rather than just multitasking
on a single core. This increase in the
number of parallel paths and scheduling
possibilities makes it even harder to
model application behavior and measure
performance.
In addition, multicore systems introduce
another dimension to the mix: scalability,
or how well the architecture scales as
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more and more cores are employed.
Scalability is important not only in
choosing the appropriate architecture
for the current application, but also in
planning for future growth or portfolio
expansion. It is a well-known industry
fact that application speedup does not
increase linearly in proportion to the
number of cores, as performance rolls
off at some point and in some cases
actually diminishes as the number of
cores increases. This is largely due to
access bottlenecks encountered by the
increased number of cores, as well as
additional synchronization needs. The
speedup also depends on how software
is partitioned and how well it can
leverage increased parallelism.
But assuming ideal software implementation, there is still much to be said
about multicore device architecture
(see Figure 1). High-performance devices
have incorporated a number of innovations to move data efficiently through
a system, thus keeping the cores busy
without wasting time in access stalls.
High-bandwidth chip-level interconnects and dedicated accelerators create
islands of processing engines that
work with minimal core intervention
and without contributing to memory
bottlenecks. Similarly, chained hardware
queues with built-in Direct Memory
Access (DMA) act as mini assembly lines,
relieving the core of interruptions and
scheduling these processing tasks.
Building blocks for better benchmarks
With chip vendors employing vastly
different approaches to increase multicore efficiency, there is a greater need
to devise multicore benchmarks that
can be used to measure and compare
both scalability and performance.
These benchmarks should be easily
portable so they can run on bare metal
or on commonly available operating
systems. Because of added sophistication and complexity, it is important to
follow a modular approach such that
complex workloads can be created
using basic building blocks. At the lowest
level, benchmarks should incorporate
processing kernels that can be parameterized to vary computation versus
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Figure 1 | Texas Instruments’ KeyStone multicore SoC architecture uses packet DMA
communication paths to schedule tasks in parallel across all SoC processing elements
and I/O, affording scalability.

memory access ratio. Representative
algorithms from different application
segments can be used to create some
of these kernels.

arduous task of implementing their own
time-consuming benchmarking efforts
on several devices before making their
final selection.

Kernels should also be configurable so
they can run on different cores in parallel
with varying levels of resource contention. Combinations of these kernels can
then be weaved together into complicated workload topologies that simulate
various application-specific scenarios.
As the industry and multicore applications evolve, more workloads can be
designed and added to the repertoire
of existing benchmarks. The output of
these benchmarks should be an easyto-compare score that reflects the time
taken to complete a given workload on
a particular number of cores.

It is hard not to ask why this is the case
with such bright and innovative engineers in the multicore market. Perhaps
this special edition featuring multicore
will serve as a call to action to establish
a viable, market-accepted multicore
benchmarking strategy that benefits
not only the embedded engineers using
such devices, but multicore SoC manufacturers as well.

There is no doubt that multicore processors enable new capabilities and
provide tremendous improvements to
performance, power consumption, and
cost in existing embedded products.
This market maintains excitement and
promise, as reflected by the articles in
this issue of Embedded Computing
Design. It is fascinating to observe that
while there are partial multicore benchmarking mechanisms leveraged in the
industry, there is no mainstream, marketaccepted multicore benchmarking
strategy in place, especially in such costconscious economic times. Engineers
and managers are often left with the
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Mobile Web holds the
future of embedded multicore
By Max Domeika

Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are the current buzz around the water cooler
these days. A key technology at the center of mobile device innovation is HTML5, which enables
new models of dynamically generated and contextual content. Several features of HTML5 show
promise to help solve two of the biggest problems in embedded design: application portability
and performance.
HTML5 is the fifth version of the HTML
standard, a language for content downloaded from the Internet. HTML had
humble beginnings in that it was originally used to create and publish textual
and simple graphical information on the
Internet. HTML5 has evolved to encompass much more; it aims to provide a
complete application platform. Focus
areas for this version of the specification
include source code readability, multimedia, graphics, device access, performance, offline storage, and connectivity.
A typical HTML5 application comprises a
combination of three main components
serving different functions:
›› HTML: Specifies page structure.
›› Cascading Style Sheets (CSS):
Documents styling and visual effects.
›› JavaScript: Represents application
logic.
Listing 1 is a source code example
that illustrates how to create dynamic
content with these three components.
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The source code is an HTML file that
contains CSS and JavaScript sections.
The application embeds an online
image into a section with a blue background. When the user clicks a button,
CSS is employed to rotate the image
in 3D.
Three properties give HTML5 the ability
to easily create dynamic and contextual
content:
›› Dynamic interpretation: HTML5
applications are packages of HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript source code
shipped as text. Applications are not
statically compiled ahead of time
like C or C++ applications. Instead,
the language is interpreted during
execution.
›› Functions are first-class objects:
A function containing JavaScript code
can be passed/returned to and from
functions. This feature, in addition
to dynamic interpretation, enables
new code to be easily injected and
executed from external sites.

›› Asynchronous support: Internet
access is built into the language; it
is second nature. External sources
of information and content, such as
the HTML5 picture in the sample,
are easily accessed.
The trivial application detailed here does
not represent all of HTML5’s capabilities.
A more compelling example is seen at
www.zygotebody.com, which presents
a 3D model of a human body. [Editor’s
note: Browser must support WebGL to
view page.] Other compelling HTML5
demos and tutorials can be seen at
www.html5rocks.com.
A potential embedded application for
dynamic and contextual content generation is futuristic display boards in a
shopping mall. Assuming sufficient security and agreed-upon privacy models,
the display board identifies passersby,
collects their purchasing preferences,
queries the Internet for sales, and then
feeds the information back to the passersby in the form of custom-generated
www.embedded-computing.com

ads. The three properties of HTML5
make it trivial to pass data and add new
functionality to the application. In short,
HTML5 provides first-class support for
dynamic and contextual content.
Application portability
One of the holy grails of software development is Write Once, Run Anywhere
(WORA), which is the ability to write
one version of an application that can
execute on many different devices.

Think of the advantages of being able
to download one application and have
it execute on any device regardless of
whether it is running Android, iOS, or
Windows 8. HTML5 makes this possible.
The application in Listing 1 would
function similarly on an Android device,
iOS device, and desktop computer, as
long as the underlying Web runtime
supports HTML5. A Web runtime is the
program stack that translates the HTML5
program into the application the user
sees. WebKit is the Web runtime used
to power the HTML5 experience on a
number of Operating Systems (OSs) and
browsers including iOS, Safari, Android,
Chrome OS, and the Chrome browser.
An interesting site that summarizes
different browsers’ compatibility with
HTML5 is http://html5test.com. Table 1
lists several browsers, their underlying
Web runtime, and their HTML5 compatibility score. As can be inferred from the
scores, browsers are still a ways off from
conforming to the entire standard; over
time this situation will improve.
Embedded scenarios around WORA
are numerous. An embedded developer
looking to migrate an application from
one architecture to another would only
need to focus on providing the same
or compatible Web runtimes across
platforms. The developer would have
the flexibility to more easily adopt
different architectures and OSs over a
product’s lifetime.
Web runtime performance
In the past, Web runtime performance
has limited the breadth of applications
that would run well. Two developments
are changing this: 1) the use of JustIn-Time (JIT) compilation techniques
for JavaScript; and 2) JavaScript language extensions supporting multicore
processing.
www.embedded-computing.com

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title></title>
<meta http-equiv=”Content-type” content=”text/html;
charset=utf-8”>
<style type=”text/css”>
#arrow {
background-color: #0075bd;
width: 15em;
height: 15em;
text-align: center;
line-height:15em;
-webkit-transition: 1.5s ease-in-out;
}
</style>
<script type=”text/JavaScript”>
var x = 0;
var y = 0;
function spin() {
		 x += 50;
		 y += 10;
		 var z = 10;
		 var card = document.getElementById(“arrow”);
		
card.style.webkitTransform = ‘rotate(‘ + z + ‘deg)
rotateX(‘ + x + ‘deg) rotateY(‘ + y + ‘deg)’;
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<header id=”head”>
<h1>Spin</h1>
</header>
<section id=”content”>
<div id=”arrow”>Rotate me
		<img src=”http://www.w3.org/html/logo/downloads/HTML5_
Badge_64.png” />
</div>
<button onClick=”spin()”>Click</button>
</section>
</body>
</html>
Listing 1 | Sample HTML5 application

Web runtime

HTML5 compatibility
Score (higher is better, 500 max)

Chrome 18

WebKit

400

Firefox 11

Gecko

345

Opera 11.6

Presto and Carakan

338

Safari 5.1

WebKit

317

Trident and Chakra

138

Browser

Internet Explorer

Table 1 | Scores from http://html5test.com indicate HTML5 compatibility.

JavaScript support, a core component of
a Web runtime, is typically implemented
using interpreters. Traditional languages
such as C and C++ employ optimizing
compilers that maximize a program’s

performance potential. JIT compilation
is a halfway point between interpretation
and traditional compilation. A JIT compiler creates a representation of the user
program in a lower-level language that
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is optimized and available for reuse as
the program iterates over different sections of the application source. Table 2
summarizes how the introduction of JIT
compilation helped improve the performance on two browsers’ SunSpider
JavaScript benchmark.
Enhancements to the language in the
form of API extensions can also improve
JavaScript performance. Three noteworthy extensions are WebGL, Web
Workers, and Parallel JavaScript.

Browser

Performance improvement

Firefox 3.1 with and without JIT

1.83x i

Internet Explorer 8 (without JIT) versus 9 (with JIT)

17.5x ii

i
ii

Brendan Eich, “TraceMonkey: JavaScript Lightspeed,” http://brendaneich.com/tag/tracemonkey
Spider Benchmark Results, http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/benchmarks/SunSpider/Table.html

Table 2 | JIT compilation improved JavaScript performance in Firefox 3.1 and
Internet Explorer 9.

main.js
var worker = new Worker(‘task.js’);
worker.onmessage = function(event) { alert(event.data); };
worker.postMessage(‘data’);

WebGL
WebGL is a JavaScript API that accesses
3D graphics within the HTML5 canvas
object. The HTML5 canvas is a pixelbased drawing surface enabling both
2D and 3D graphics. WebGL gives the
developer access to OpenGL ES 2.0,
leveraging the power of heterogeneous multicore through graphics
accelerators.

Listing 2 | Web Worker sample code of main.js and task.js files.

Web Workers
HTML5 specifies Web Workers that
introduce threads to Web applications
and offer the ability to share work within
one application. There are limitations
with this approach in that the Web
Worker does not have access to the
Document Object Model (DOM), which
is the internal representation of the Web
page or application. Message passing
enables communication between the
main thread and a Web Worker.

Parallel
var my PA = new ParallelArray(…);
var sum = myPA.reduce( function (a,b) {
return a+b;
});

Listing 2 shows a sample program
employing Web Workers and comprising
two files, main.js and task.js.
Parallel JavaScript
Parallel JavaScript extends JavaScript
with data-parallel constructs. The technology leverages OpenCL as a building
block without exposing the user to its
lower-level programming interface.
Listing 3 shows two versions of code,
one that executes serially and another
that employs Parallel JavaScript to
leverage multicore processing.
The need for multicore support in
embedded applications has been documented for more traditional languages.
It is apparent that when HTML5 is
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task.js
self.onmessage = function(event) { // Do some work.
self.postMessage(“recv’d: “ + event.data);
};

Sequential
var i;
var a = new Array (…);
var sum = 0;
for (i=0; i< a.length; i++) {
sum += a[i];
}

Listing 3 | Sequential and Parallel JavaScript code

adopted for embedded applications,
the demand for increased performance
will exist as well.
The advent of embedded HTML5
The use of HTML5 in embedded is
coming. For example, Mozilla’s Boot
to Gecko OS targeting the automotive
segment is programmed primarily via
HTML5. However, embedded applications face some challenges in adopting
HTML5. First, the ability to download
text and execute it as a program is
powerful, but is also a possible attack
point for viruses and Trojan horses.
Ensuring the security of HTML5 applications will be just as important as ensuring
the security of today’s embedded applications. Second, API access to the
embedded market’s unique array of
devices and sensors will require some

standardization work apart from mainstream HTML.
Challenges aside, HTML5’s qualities
of dynamic and contextual content,
increased performance, and portability
across OSs will gradually lead to broad
adoption across the range of embedded
applications.
Max Domeika
is a software
technologist in the
Developer Products
Division at Intel.
Intel
max.j.domeika@intel.com
www.intel.com
Follow:
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The multicore
impact on embedded
design principles
By Alex Lin

Embedded systems designers have traditionally faced an array of requirements that demand
designs be kept as simple as possible for cost, reliability, thermal management, and life-cycle
reasons. Today’s advanced multicore platforms are addressing virtually every constraint embedded
hardware systems designers have had in the past. This is shifting a move to multicore processor
performance and functionality without jeopardizing the fundamental principles of embedded
systems design.
Embedded systems design has more
constraints than general-purpose computer design because the requirements
of embedded systems platforms are
fundamentally different. For cost, reliability, thermal management, support,
and life-cycle reasons, everything in the
design of an embedded system must be
kept uncomplicated. Because of these
constraints, embedded systems rarely
have contingency reserves, and performance upgrades are usually limited
to processing module exchanges. By
and large, embedded systems require
processor and design simplicity; the
extended performance of multicore
processors is rarely an option. It is
available, but is generally reserved for
higher-end systems.
This is about to change. Emerging multicore processor platforms are rewriting
the rules of embedded systems design
www.embedded-computing.com

by addressing and eliminating many of
the traditional embedded computing
design constraints. The following discussion describes how new process
and power-conservation technologies
are enabling more flexible and powerful multicore processors to be used in
embedded platforms without affecting
or violating the fundamental principles
of embedded systems design.
Increasing performance and efficiency
Recent technological developments
are providing numerous benefits to
embedded computing. First and foremost, processor design is no longer
focused solely on dramatic increases
in clock speed. It is also considering
increased efficiency, lower power consumption, and more powerful integrated
graphics performance – all music to the
ears of embedded systems designers
and hardware vendors.

Semiconductor process technology is
now down to 22 nm, which increases
efficiency due to shorter distances traveled on a molecular level, but is also
approaching the physical limits of what’s
possible with planar transistor designs.
As a result, the market is now seeing a
switch to 3D process technology, which
provides a much larger surface area for
electrons to travel, addresses leakage
issues, and allows for fast switching.
All of this contributes to lower power
consumption at the same level of performance (or more performance at the
same level of consumption). In essence,
the move from 2D to 3D transistors will
allow Moore’s Law, which states that the
number of transistors that can be placed
in an integrated circuit doubles every
18 months, to remain valid for years to
come. With modern process technology,
users will see up to 15 percent more CPU
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performance at the same clock speed
from the latest generations of multicore
processors.
Equally important to embedded systems
designers is the increasing performance
from integrated graphics engines. In the
past, embedded systems designers only
had two choices: add discrete external
graphics subsystems at extra cost and
complexity or make do with the modest
performance of processor-integrated
graphics.

Modern multicore technologies
such as configurable TDP and component
integration redefine the rules by reducing
external points of failure.
designers considerable design flexibility
as advanced features and performance
reserves can be scaled to low-, medium-,
and high-power packages.

This is changing with the latest generations of multicore processors that
include more and faster execution units
for vastly improved 3D performance
and transcoding speed. These multicore processors also support the latest
version of Microsoft DirectX, as well as
OpenGL, OpenCL, and other graphics
standards. Consequently, embedded
systems can now process much higher
data loads and provide quicker, richer,
and more complex visuals on multiple
independent displays. And despite
changes in process technology, chip
manufacturers are increasingly providing
cross-compatibility with earlier generations on both the socket and pin levels,
allowing chips and/or chipsets to be
upgraded without further design costs.

The second major feature is the trend
toward improved integrated graphics in
modern multicore processors. This has
historically been a weak point in chips
with integrated graphics, and often
made discrete graphics necessary for
specialized embedded computing applications. The latest designs offer higher
numbers of more powerful execution
units, as well as numerous architectural performance improvements and
graphics-specific cache.

Enabling technologies enhance
designs
In addition to offering advanced process
technology and integrated subsystems
with increased performance, today’s
multicore processors come equipped
with several enabling technologies that
open doors to improved embedded
systems designs.

Basic tenets of embedded design
To see how these advancements will
affect embedded computing and the
move toward more powerful multicore
processor implementations, let’s examine traditional embedded systems
design principles and how modern multicore platforms affect them.

The first is the emerging availability of
scalable Thermal Design Power (TDP),
which measures the maximum amount
of power that the design’s cooling
system must dissipate. In the past, TDP
was static, and any given design had to
thermally handle maximum heat output.
Intel recently introduced scalable TDP
to mobile processors so that if additional cooling is available, TDP can be
increased; if less is available, it can be
throttled. This gives embedded systems
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On the chipset side, more multicore
processors are incorporating native
USB 3.0 and PCI Express 3.0 support.
This means that the throughput bottlenecks that often plagued low-power
systems will become a thing of the past.

Targeted performance
Unlike the world of general-purpose
computers where more performance is
always better, embedded systems have
typically been designed to perform
narrowly defined tasks that do not
change over the system’s lifetime. On
the plus side, this allowed designers
to precisely match component performance to p
 rocess requirements, with
minimal hardware that did not exceed
thermal constraints. On the negative
side, choosing the simplest processor

that could get the job done left no
reserves and often required the addition of external functionality. Emerging
22 nm multicore processors help meet
thermal constraints, provide power
reserves, and ensure an increasing
degree of advanced functionality is
right in the CPU and chipset.
Simplicity
Due to their focus on well-defined
tasks, embedded systems have been
inherently simpler than general-purpose
computing systems. On the plus
side, this allowed embedded systems
designers to maximize simplicity and
stay away from needless hardware and
software complexity. On the negative
side, with embedded systems requirements becoming more complex, those
simple designs became complex as well
when external subsystems had to be
added. A prime example is the addition
of discrete external graphics subsystems
that provide the graphics performance
basic integrated designs simply cannot
generate. With the latest multicore processors, industrial-strength graphics are
now part of the package.
Thermal constraints
Managing heat looms large in most
embedded computing design projects.
Thermal stress is one of the primary
causes of system failure and is of special
importance in embedded systems that
must perform within extreme temperature ranges. Furthermore, there are
significant reliability implications when
deciding between active and passive
thermal cooling systems. Here again,
complexity is the enemy and anything
mechanical (such as fan-based cooling)
can and will fail. New 22 nm process
technology allows far greater performance and functionality while remaining
within most thermal design constraints.
www.embedded-computing.com

Industrial Controllers
Powerful, Rugged, Affordable
Series starts at

199 qty 100
229 qty 1

Figure 1 | The SOM-5892 COM Express module from Advantech incorporates Intel’s
new Ivy Bridge microachitecture processors manufactured at 22 nm.

Reliability
Unlike general-purpose computing systems, many embedded systems are not easily
accessible for inspection and maintenance. At the same time, most embedded systems have far more stringent uptime requirements than general-purpose systems;
24/7/365 uptime is usually a must. Once more, minimizing complexity by eliminating
as many possible points of failure is a primary design goal. Here, modern multicore
technologies such as configurable TDP and component integration redefine the rules
by reducing external points of failure.

picture of TS-8820-BOX

250MHz (ARM9) or 800MHz
(ARM9 or Cortex-A8) CPU
Fast startup (under 3 seconds)
Fanless operation from -20°C to +70°C
User-programmable opencore FPGA
Program in Ladder Logic or C
Debian Linux

Extended life cycle
While rapid obsolescence is accepted in consumer computing products, embedded
systems have much longer life cycles, usually 3-5 years and often more. That’s mostly
due to the inherent longevity of underlying solution logistics; the way an ATM or
gaming system works, for example, might not change for several years. System
load, however, often does change due to added software functionality or features
requiring CPU module upgrades. Emerging multicore modules can have much larger
performance reserves, reducing upgrade frequency.
An example of an embedded board utilizing the latest multicore processor technology
is Advantech’s SOM-5892 (Figure 1), a COM Express basic CPU module that can be
configured with standard, low-voltage, and ultra-low-voltage mobile Core i3, i5, and i7
processors with integrated Intel HD graphics and the new Mobile Intel QM77 Express
chipset. The SOM-5892 supports a variety of I/O, including seven PCI Express x1, a
PCI Express x16, two 300 MBps and two 600 MBps SATA channels, eight USB 2.0,
four USB 3.0, 8-bit GPIO, HD audio, and a watchdog timer, as well as up to 16 GB of
DDR3 or DDR3L RAM in two SODIMM slots.
Upholding design principles
A new class of powerful, feature-rich, yet ultra-efficient multicore processors is
bringing vastly greater performance and functionality without violating the aforementioned fundamental embedded systems design principles. The implications for
embedded systems designers are enormous, as evidenced by embedded vendors and
their customers, who now strongly trend toward multicore systems.
Alex Lin is associate director of ECG product management
at Advantech.
Advantech
ECGInfo@advantech.com | www.advantech.com
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Debugging at
the hardware/software interface
By Frank Schirrmeister, Michael McNamara, Larry Melling, and Neeti Bhatnagar

The electronics industry has reached a point at which the dependencies between software
and hardware have become so significant that they must be designed and debugged together.
Efficient debug at the hardware/software interface requires full understanding of what is happening
in the processor, as well as in the device registers, memory maps, and bus accesses that connect
the processor to the peripherals, not to mention the internal state of these peripherals. This kind of
debug capability has become crucial for delivering products successfully, at the right time, and at
appropriate cost points.
While design issues at the hardware/
software interface have been discussed
for the better part of a decade, increased
software content in today’s applicationdriven designs has given these issues –
specifically the dependency of software
on hardware and efficient partitioning –
new urgency. In the past, software developers performed their debugging tasks
in a hardware-independent, “peripherally
blind” fashion using embedded software
debuggers connected to prototype
boards. This offered great insight into
the processor, but little to no information
about the surrounding peripherals and
on-chip interconnect structures. In contrast, hardware developers have focused
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on lower-level effects within the registers
and interconnection of Systems-on-Chip
(SoCs), which are growing more and
more complex every year.
When considering debug challenges,
on-chip and in-system effects must be
evaluated. On-chip debug needs to
happen during the development phase to
make sure the chip itself works correctly.
In-system effects relate to how the chip
behaves in its environment. Debugging
in-system effects requires either complex modeling of the environment if the
effects are to be considered during chip
development, or control of the actual
environment once the chip is available.

Figure 1 shows a typical ARM corebased SoC with a processor subsystem
containing various processors linked
by a coherent fabric connection to the
rest of the chip. The SoC also contains
custom application-specific components for 3D graphics, digital signal
processing, dedicated applicationspecific hardware accelerators, lowspeed peripherals, and high-speed
interfaces. Debug challenges include
debugging multiple cores in lockstep,
making sure IP block integration works
correctly, debugging protocols like the
AMBA 4 AXI Coherency Extensions
(ACE) protocol, and debugging the
overall chip interconnect.
www.embedded-computing.com

In contrast, Figure 2 shows this same
SoC in its system context. Connections
between the SoCs and the actual system
peripherals are established on the PCB
and are often based on standards like
DigRF, MIPI, and USB. Now the debug
challenges shift from the on-chip areas
to how the chip behaves in its environment. For instance, are the frames
generated by the graphics engine correctly displayed by the external display?
Various off-chip and in-system effects
need to be considered in tandem with
on-chip effects, as they often drive
graphics content and control.
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Approaches to hardware/software
integration and debug
During the development flow, design
teams use several techniques that
enable software debug and hardware/
software integration.

SoC SW & IP
Integration

Multicore Debug and
HW/SW Integration

Other peripherals

Low speed peripherals

Figure 1 | A typical ARM core-based SoC presents debug challenges such as
debugging multiple cores in lockstep.

Memory
Card

FPGA-based prototypes of the chips
that are to be integrated onto the board
can be available several months prior to
silicon. These prototypes run in the tens
of MHz range, are h
 ardware-accurate,
and are often only feasible to use after
stable Register Transfer Language
(RTL) code is available. They allow
limited debug capabilities. Connections
to software debuggers are normally
established via JTAG, but designers can
enhance the RTL with debug information to enable hardware/software debug
and analysis. Connecting the chip to
the environment is possible depending
www.embedded-computing.com
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Once all the chips are available and
integrated, the hardware team will

typically build a limited number of

prototyping boards so the software

developers can begin bringing up their
code on the device. After a product is
released and it proliferates, these prototype boards are often referred to as
development kits. They run at real-time
speed and are fully accurate. Debuggers
are connected to these boards via a
JTAG (boundary scan) interface. That
type of software debug is very common
and well understood but has its challenges, as access to the depths of
hardware is limited by the level of implemented on-chip instrumentation.

GBT
cJTAG
USB 3.0 OTG

HDMI 1.4

Figure 2 | An SoC in its system context presents debugging challenges regarding how
the chip behaves in its environment.

on the prototype; speed rate adapters
often need to be used, or the speed of
the environment needs to be reduced to
match the prototype speed.
Hardware emulators are available even
earlier in the design flow, and they
execute the chip under development
– or subsets of it – in the MHz speed
range. They offer fast bring-up (compared to FPGA-based prototyping,
which requires more modification of the
code implementing the hardware) and

much better hardware/software debug
because a significant portion of the hardware emulator is dedicated to debug
and control of the design. However, the
size and price point of today’s emulators
limit their ability to be replicated to large
numbers of software developers.
RTL simulation is the first execution
environment in which accurate hardware and software can meet. It offers
excellent hardware debug capabilities,
but because it runs in the KHz range, its
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applicability for software development
and hardware/software integration is
very limited. RTL is focused on hardware verification and has traditionally
been used only for very low-level, baremetal software development. Given the
complexity of modern on- and off-chip
interfaces, commercial verification IP
(which provides predefined test patterns to check interface correctness)
can be used on-chip and within the
system.

Using less accurate, abstracted hardware
models, virtual chip platforms under
development can run at-speed and are
sometimes available 9-12 months prior
to silicon. They offer excellent software
debug capabilities using standard interfaces like GNU Debugger (GDB) and
Cycle-Accurate Debug Interface (CADI)
to connect software debuggers to virtualized hardware. The same software
debuggers can be used later at the
board level. Depending on modeling

New Embedded Platforms with
3rd Generation Intel ® Core™ Processor

efforts, the full chip and its environment
can be made available for advanced
hardware/software debug both on-chip
and within the system.
Finally, Software Development Kits
(SDKs) are often the earliest available
development platform. SDKs like the
Apple iPhone SDK or the Android SDK
enable many software developers to
write their code for hardware that is
very abstracted and, as such, cannot be
debugged. Code developed on an SDK
often needs to be recompiled to run on
an actual device, in contrast to virtual
prototypes and the other engines mentioned earlier, which load .elf files and
run the same binary code that is later
executed on the hardware target.
Debugging across the landscape of
execution engines
Electronics manufacturers are increasingly distributing software across
multiple cores to keep within power
envelopes for complex designs. As a
result, multicore debug has become a
bigger challenge. Fully synchronized
heterogeneous software debug for
multicore designs is ideal for setting
break points in all software components
and the hardware itself, which then
allows inspection of states, the stack,
variables in the software, and registers
in the hardware.

Advantech offers a wide range of solutions based on the 3rd
Generation Intel® Core™ processors. Designed on 22nm silicon,
these solutions provide 15% more CPU performance, up to 60%
more 3D graphics performance, and 1.8x transcode speed over
Intel’s 2nd Generation Core™ platforms.
With dedicated support for both USB3.0 and PCIe 3.0, intelligent
solutions are now capable of processing more data load, allowing for
peak performance with power efficiency in mind.
COM-Express
SOM-5892

System Host Board
PCE-5127

• 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3 CPU
• Supports DDR3 up to 16 GB
• Supports PCIe x16, 7 PCIe x1, 2 SATAIII,
4 USB 3.0

®
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• PCIe x16 and PCIe x4
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Signage Computer
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ARK-DS262

• Intel ® Xeon®/Core™ i7/i5/i3 processor
+ Q77/C216 chipset
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• Supports DDR3 up to 32 GB

• Intel ® Core™ i7-3555LE CPU + QM77 Chipset
• Intel OPS Compliant Design
• 4x PCIe, x1 USB3.0, SATA
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Using prototype boards, this is difficult
if not impossible. If a break point triggers for the software of one processor
and causes it to stop, all other processors continue to execute, changing the
state of the environment in which the
break point happened. In contrast, with
a virtual prototype, all the participating
elements – that is, all processors and
hardware modules – can be stopped
exactly when the break point occurred,
thus allowing for efficient hardware/
software debug.
In addition, when developers work on
actual hardware or with older generations of virtual prototypes, they see a
variety of unsynchronized debugger
windows. Modern virtual prototypes
allow users to efficiently integrate
www.embedded-computing.com

processor models from different vendors via abstraction layers that enable
fully synchronized debug and analysis in
a single, uniform environment.

Whenever software-based hardware
execution is involved, software debug
can also be efficiently synchronized with
a mix of different hardware abstraction
levels. This is valuable at the beginning
of a derivative project, for which new
hardware components are available as
highly abstracted models at the transaction level and not yet as hardware
implemented at the RTL.

Performance Debug & Analysis
Hardware / Software Co-Debug
Bare Metal Software Debug
Hardware Debug
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Figure 3 | Hardware/software execution engines combined with an SoC and board
execute the chip while it is developed.

With the hybrid combination of different engines and a new generation of software
debuggers, the industry is approaching an era in which software developers can get a
complete programmer’s view of the software and hardware much earlier in the design
cycle than they ever could before.

Frank Schirrmeister is senior director of
product marketing for the System and Software
Realization Group at Cadence Design Systems.

Gaining full view of
hardware/software
The complexity of modern software and
its dependency on the hardware upon
which it is executing have made it unfeasible to delay debugging and hardware/
software integration until all the chips are
available and integrated onto the PCB.
Several execution engines are available
to chip and system development teams,
but the capability to develop and debug
software varies greatly among these
engines. Figure 3 shows the previously
introduced chip and board combined
with engines to execute the chip under
development as well as connections to
hardware/software debug.
Debug has several layers, often built on
Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) like Eclipse. Users need to debug
the actual hardware, the bare-metal
software execution outside of operating
systems, and the hardware and software
in combination, as well as the performance of the overall system.
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Another effect that is difficult to analyze
on the actual development board occurs
when software has to be stopped based
on conditions created by the state hardware is in. In the world of emulators,
RTL simulators, and virtual prototypes,
hardware debug is advanced, and both
hardware and software can be efficiently halted based on break points
representing the state or state transition within the hardware – like a specific
counter value being reached or a
specific transaction sent over a bus.
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FPGA and ASIC debug made
easy with on-chip instrumentation
and logic analysis
By Brad Quinton

Modern ASICs and FPGAs are tedious and time-consuming to verify and validate. Adding
small, highly efficient on-chip capture infrastructure to the design makes this job much easier
by providing 10x the visibility of instrumentation points for a given area. In addition, by using
compression algorithms, logic analysis capture stations can capture data for 10x or more
capture depth.
ASICs and FPGAs have become massively complex, particularly for System-on-Chip (SoC) designs involving multiple cores.
With this complexity comes longer and more tedious debug
and validation cycles. Unfortunately, when something fails or
goes wrong, gaining access to test points in highly integrated
designs is next to impossible. Unless you want to spend weeks
shooting in the dark at random errors while running through
multiple prototypes, on-chip instrumentation is no longer
optional; it’s a critical must-have. Figure 1 shows an overview
of the debug process using on-chip instrumentation.
While there are a number of ways to add instrumentation to
FPGAs, a distributed approach using an instrument network is
emerging as the preferred method, as it maximizes the number
of potential observation points while minimizing silicon area or
look-up table utilization requirements. Also critical to efficient
debug is deep trace capture to see how the various parts of a
system interact over time. Finally, designers must be able to
observe the interactions of multiple devices and clock domains,
both on- and off-chip, all fully time correlated for a true systemlevel perspective.
Taken together, innovations including flexible and complete
access to observation points, deep trace captures, and systemlevel views have the potential to change the game for FPGA
and ASIC debug from long and arduous to fast and efficient.
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Debug challenges
Before reviewing different approaches to implementing
embedded instrumentation, it’s helpful to understand why instrumentation is necessary in the first place. The biggest reason is
simply the ever-growing functionality in each system.
Whereas in the past there were plenty of probe points (external
I/O on the devices) to choose from, it’s no longer possible to
observe what’s going on since in most cases the key interfaces
are now inside devices. Current-generation FPGAs have 100x
the number of functions running in parallel compared to five
years ago, yet the number of external outputs has stayed the
same. From the perspective of a developer attempting to
debug unexpected behavior, modern chips are nothing more
than a big black box.
As if that weren’t enough, while the power of simulators continues to improve in a linear fashion, every increase in parallel
functionality adds an exponential increase in potential combinations. Since simulations run on one combination at a time, it’s
not possible to cover all the functionality in p
 re-silicon simulation runs.
This inability to adequately simulate all the possible permutations in pre-silicon has led to FPGA-based prototyping before
design completion. Particularly at the prototype level, access to
www.embedded-computing.com

observation points is extremely helpful in debugging functional
issues quickly and efficiently.
Another debug challenge is the emergence of embedded
software on silicon. More and more FPGA and ASIC designs
include one or more processor cores. Such systems can include
a complex mix of software, firmware, embedded processors,
GPUs, memory controllers, and other high-speed peripherals.
This increased functional integration combined with faster
internal clock speeds and complex, high-speed I/O is making it
harder than ever for developers to deliver a functional and fully
validated system.
On-chip signal capture
Back when systems involved multiple chips and components
it was easy to move logic analyzer probes around to look at
different signal combinations. Even with the move to on-chip
instruments, the need to flexibly move virtual logic analyzer
probes to different signal points remains a constant. Since the
designer can’t anticipate every variable or potential application
for a given chip, the more signal capture points available, the
better.
A traditional ASIC approach uses a mux network with shared
select signals (one per mux level) and provides n/m different
signal combinations, where n is the number of probe points
and m is the number of signals viewed concurrently (debug
bus width). This is the most restrictive but simplest option, as
it leverages simple multiplexers. To be effective, this approach
requires significant up-front time to create groups of signals
that correspond to every possible debug scenario, and once
the capture points are in play, designers can only look at signals
that are in the same group. This process is demanding, timeconsuming, and highly unlikely to capture all debug scenarios.
The other extreme is to create a full crossbar mux that gives
complete signal flexibility, which requires m muxes of n:1 in
size. This can get expensive relative to area very fast, making
this approach impractical for all but the smallest cases.
The middle ground is to either increase the number of select
signals inside the mux structure or create a number of duplicate groups with different signal ordering. The shared select
mux and the mux with additional select signals are both implemented in many homegrown approaches. While shared select
mux schemes can handle common and expected debug scenarios, they still fall short of the ideal complete coverage. Thus,
they are ill-suited for unexpected problems and can often lead
to inefficient implementations, as signals are repeatedly connected to multiple multiplexers.
It is possible to find a more elegant and efficient solution by
leveraging multistage, unordered networks, often called concentrator networks. This new approach effectively creates an
observation network and is becoming commercially available.
www.embedded-computing.com
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Figure 1 | The instrumentation and debug cycle is critical to
detect errors in FPGA prototypes.

Signal capture approach
Shared select mux

Signal visibility
n/m

Enhanced mux

2^(m*log(n/m)/log2)

Full crossbar

2^n

Observation network

2^n

Table 1 | An observation network provides the same level of
signal visibility as muxes while requiring similar or less die area.

Using a unique network architecture and complementary
routing algorithms, an observation network provides the signal
flexibility of a full crossbar mux while in most cases requiring
no more die area than shared simple muxes. Table 1 shows
a comparison of signal visibility calculated using the different
approaches.
With an observation network, designers use automated tools
to implement on-chip signal capture probes in the Register
Transfer Language (RTL). At the design stage, there is no need
to worry about different signal combinations or ordering since
every combination will be available. The result is an observation network that grows linearly with the number of signals.
This approach moves the complexity of determining routing
off the silicon and into software. While producing a significant area/performance improvement, an observation network
requires sophisticated algorithms to determine routing, making
it difficult to use without commercial software to control signal
selection.
How significant an advantage does the network approach offer
over a simple mux in terms of observation point visibility? Take
this example, where 256 signals are probed (n) with 32 signals
visible concurrently (m):
›› Simple mux: Number of signal combinations (visibility) =
256/32 = 32
›› Observation network: Number of signal combinations
(visibility) = 2^256 = 1.2 x 10^77
Embedded Computing Design
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The difference is 76 orders of magnitude. While the first
approach is highly restrictive, the observation network
approach provides any possible combination of signals. For
roughly the same cost, the observation network provides a
huge advantage with its increased flexibility.
Maximizing capture depth
For debug challenges that span hardware and software, the
ability to capture long traces is critical to track down problems that show up over thousands or millions of clock cycles.
Post-silicon and on FPGAs, deep capture is vital to see how
the overall system works, as many of the bugs that escape
verification take a long time to emerge. Furthermore, most
software-driven functionality spans hundreds of thousands to
millions of clock cycles.
Traditional instrumentation approaches capture the information
as it is received from the observation probe using one entry
in the internal RAM for each clock cycle of data captured.
With this approach it is difficult or impossible to capture more
than a few thousand clock cycles at a time without putting an
unacceptable strain on internal memory resources. For that
reason, compression techniques are now starting to be used to
boost capture depth.
However, most well-known compression algorithms are poorly
suited to trace compression, having been developed for visual
media and communications applications. Specialized trace
compression layers that use multiple compression techniques
together, each specifically tailored to common trace data
patterns, are now commercially available. For most real-life
applications this provides 10-1,000x more depth with no loss
in resolution.
Efficient system-wide debug
The last piece of the puzzle to more efficient FPGA and ASIC
debug is a time-correlated, system-wide view that spans
multiple clock domains running in parallel. When problems
require correlation across multiple instrumented areas, the
designer is looking at a time-consuming process of obtaining
individual traces and then correlating events manually. For
instance, an average ASIC prototype on an FPGA-based prototyping platform consists of two to three clock domains per
FPGA across four to eight FPGAs. This means the designer
will need to debug anywhere from eight to 24 clock domains
individually. Tracing each of these 24 domains one at a time
and manually piecing together the results is time-consuming
and error-prone.
A much more efficient approach is to use logic analyzer software
to produce a time-correlated view from independent instruments operating in multiple clock domains and across multiple
devices, as shown in Figure 2. Specialized debug software can
collect data from each instrumented area of the chip, reverse
the compression algorithms, and then align the captured data
to produce a system-wide, time-correlated view. This leads to a
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Figure 2 | Time-correlated views speed system-level debug.

single trace capture and debug scenario, both saving time and
providing simultaneous hardware debug of many functional
units and clock domains. This process often reveals emergent
system behaviors that were never considered when the device
was architected.
Innovations handle the unexpected
With increasing complexity and limited access to probe points,
ASIC and FPGA validation and debug has become tedious and
time-consuming. As more and more functionality is integrated
into each chip, physical access to probe points has become
impossible. The challenge then is to incorporate enough onchip observation points to not only handle expected debug
scenarios, but unexpected ones as well.
A key innovation that enables faster and more efficient
validation and debug of even the most complex designs is an
observation network. Compared to traditional shared select
mux approaches for observing signals, the observation network
delivers significantly more signal combinations with similar die
area requirements.
Other innovations supporting more efficient debug scenarios
include the use of advanced compression algorithms to
boost on-chip memory capture depth and the emergence
of logic analyzer software that produces a time-correlated,
system-wide view that spans multiple devices and off-chip
instruments.
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Unified system design:
Software and hardware on the same page
By Colin Walls

Although capable of running embedded software through emulation and simulation, traditional
electronic design automation tools do not focus on the critical concerns of embedded systems
design. This deficiency, in addition to software developers’ unfamiliarity with hardware tools,
requires a new approach. Software developers can interact with hardware earlier by implementing
the same native tools used to develop applications that run on FPGA prototypes and final silicon.
This allows for early investigation, which improves hardware design and accelerates software
debug and bring-up for embedded systems.
Long gone are the days when embedded software d
 evelopment
commenced when hardware was ready. The ever-increasing
size and complexity of software necessitate an earlier starting
date to have a chance of shipping on time. Companies must
ensure proper software integration ahead of silicon tape-out
given the investment and risk associated with software development. Ever-shortening time-to-market windows further
exacerbate these challenges.
The only solution is to look for ways to execute, and hence, test
and debug software before the final target hardware is available.
Development often must start in earnest even before the hardware design is finalized. One way to improve hardware design
and verification and accelerate software bring-up is to deploy
the application on hardware that is either virtual or emulated.
www.embedded-computing.com

Virtual prototypes
There is no single, precise definition of the term “virtual
prototype.” For the purposes of this article, the term will be
used to describe any environment in which embedded code
may run, thus enabling useful development prior to the availability of actual target systems. Let’s take a closer look at each
of these possibilities.
Native code running on a PC
It’s an obvious first step to compile and run code on a PC. Tools
are readily available, cheap, or even free, and a PC offers high
levels of functionality. This environment is fine for testing algorithms and basic logic. The code will probably run faster on a
PC compared to the real target, as a PC’s CPU is likely to be
more powerful than an embedded processor.
Embedded Computing Design
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Apart from clock speed, code timing is not useful, as the
instruction mix on an x86 processor is very different from most
embedded devices. As soon as the code needs to interact with
hardware or the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS), this execution environment stops being useful.

An HDL model of the complete system, including CPU
It would seem logical that the most accurate virtual prototype
would be an HDL model of the complete system, including
the CPU and peripherals. Three reasons explain why this is not
really the case:

Native code run with peripheral/system models
Most RTOS manufacturers provide a host execution environment that enables either a special version of the RTOS to
be run or its functionality to be emulated under Windows.
This, along with a means of providing functional models of
peripherals, enables further progress to be made. Timing is still
misleading, however.

1. The code execution speed on such a model would
be glacial. It would not be fast enough to get anything
useful done.
2. An HDL for the CPU is unlikely to be available.
3. Since an ISS is likely to be designed carefully, its use does
not have any downside, but does increase performance
to a useful level.

Execution on an evaluation board
Most semiconductor vendors provide low-cost evaluation
boards to facilitate fast deployment of their CPUs. Commercial
RTOS products such as Mentor Embedded’s Nucleus RTOS
may be available preconfigured for such boards, thus enabling
rapid production.

An ISS with SystemC models of peripherals
To allow proper simulation speed that can accommodate
software execution, a system can be modeled with higher
abstraction languages such as SystemC (C/C++ class library).
Modeling at higher abstraction levels uses loose or approximated timing. Such timing is appropriate for software execution
and performance analysis.

This execution environment is attractive, as the CPU speed and
instruction mix is likely to be very close to the final target, which
makes the testing of time-sensitive code viable. The accuracy
of such an environment depends upon the similarity of the
peripheral devices to those on the target.
Use of an Instruction Set Simulator
Although executing a real chip’s code seems attractive, it has
the drawback of requiring code to be added in order to gain
visibility of some software functionality. This is called “instrumenting” the code. An alternative approach is to use an
Instruction Set Simulator (ISS), which simulates code execution
on an instruction-by-instruction basis. An ISS can run close to
real-time speed and offers precise, highly visible code execution. In effect, real time can be stopped as the ISS tracks clock
cycles consumed during simulation.
Most ISS products allow some kind of functional peripheral
modeling, which allows significant progress to be made with
software development.
An ISS with Hardware Description Language models of
peripherals (co-simulation)
Hardware is designed using a Hardware Description Language
(HDL) such as VHDL or Verilog. Designers routinely use simulators to verify their HDL designs, and many of today’s development tools merge an ISS with an HDL simulator. This enables
code to be executed in an accurate CPU environment that
interacts with what appears to be real hardware. The software
developer can use the HDL models of the final target system to
develop software components such as drivers and boot code
that interact closely with the hardware.
The downside of co-simulation is that greater precision comes
at the cost of reduced execution speed.
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Hardware emulation
The virtual prototyping technologies discussed thus far can be
plotted on a graph of code execution speed against precision
and essentially yield a straight line (see Figure 1). Developers
can choose from a range of possibilities: fast, abstract simulation at one extreme and slow, exact simulation at the other.
However, another technology bucks this trend and strays away
from the straight line.
Although the speed limitations of HDL simulation can be
reduced by simply using a powerful desktop computer, this
has limits and designers always want more. The response from
the Electronic Design Automation (EDA) community was to
develop emulation. An emulator is specialized hardware that,
in effect, offers a dedicated environment to run an HDL simulation. This is typically achieved using FPGAs.
An integrated platform built with an ISS, SystemC models, and
an emulator that simulates some of the peripheral hardware
breaks the mold and provides a precise, high-performance
execution environment. Running a virtual target and emulation
offers much deeper visibility into hardware and software execution threads and enables more efficient debug as well as system
performance analysis.
Beyond debug
Embedded software developers traditionally have focused on
getting their code to function correctly. At the highest level of
abstraction, this results in the device responding to stimuli in
a predicable fashion in line with design specifications. This has
not changed, but the developer’s brief is becoming wider. The
most significant addition to the software developer’s workload
is the consideration of power.

www.embedded-computing.com

Types of “Virtual Prototype”

analysis and the Sourcery CodeBench Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) for software development. By using this integrated embedded platform for early software development,
developers can conduct performance analysis with virtual and
emulated hardware, as well as investigate cache, process,
thread, and core activities before silicon is available.
This early investigation between disciplines improves design
hardware and accelerates software debug and bring-up for SoCs
and embedded systems. Software developers and hardware
engineers can all agree this is a move in the right direction.
Colin Walls is a member of
the marketing department at
Mentor Graphics Embedded
Software Division.

1

Figure 1 | Virtual prototype environments, with the exception
of emulation, form a straight line in a graph of code execution
speed versus precision.

Low-power design is topical for several reasons. While this
historically has been a hardware issue, today’s complex designs
offer numerous opportunities for power consumption to be
tuned according to the system’s current state, software, and
real-time context. That state is determined by the software;
hence, power management is becoming a software issue.
It is a tall order to develop and debug power management
code ahead of hardware availability using a virtual prototype,
but that is exactly what is required. Of course, it is all possible
in principle; hardware simulation can yield power consumption
figures, and the actual power consumed by a CPU can be measured. It is simply a question of communicating this information
to the software developer in a meaningful way.
The way forward
Any thought of software and hardware development being
separate activities must be dismissed. The good news is that
System-on-Chip (SoC) producers now recognize the need for
embedded software development ahead of silicon. The bad
news is that although traditional EDA hardware tools can run
embedded software through emulation and simulation, they
do not focus on the critical concerns of embedded systems
design, including operating system context, multicore and
thread handling, and caching considerations.
An integrated approach is needed to provide tools that are
engineered to work in a well-coordinated fashion and present
information in a way that is familiar to both hardware and software teams. Software developers must be able to interact with
hardware earlier using the same native tools they leverage to
develop applications that will run on FPGA prototypes and
final silicon with integrated technologies. One such unified
approach is available in the Mentor Embedded Platform,
which incorporates familiar technologies from Mentor Graphics
such as virtual prototyping using Vista hardware debug and
www.embedded-computing.com
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Spatial auditory displays:
Reducing cognitive load and
improving driver reaction times
By Scott Pennock

Spatial auditory displays can offer drivers a safer and more agreeable driving experience.
By providing auditory cues that associate activities and instructions with specific locations, spatial
auditory displays help drivers intuitively identify voices, sources of instructions, and even the
location and relative trajectory of danger. These displays can also improve reaction times to
application prompts, as well as to potentially hazardous roadway objects or events.
Cognitive load is the amount of work a person’s brain is doing
at any given time. It affects the ability to learn, respond to and
interpret stimuli, and perform commonplace tasks such as
negotiating a turn through a busy intersection.
Even straightforward tasks such as listening to instructions
given by a GPS device can increase a driver’s cognitive load
and thus adversely affect driving. Spatial auditory displays
can reduce this cognitive load to improve driver performance
as well as increase driver satisfaction with in-vehicle systems
and applications.
Spatial auditory displays
Today, in-vehicle audio systems are designed so that users
perceive sounds emitted by most non-music applications as
coming from a single location. In contrast, spatial auditory
displays cause users to perceive sound as coming from different locations in a 3D space. These locations may be inside
or outside the vehicle.
A standard and a spatial auditory display are both illustrated
in Figures 1a and 1b. Figure 1a shows a speech recognition
system with all auditory prompts coming from the same location.
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Figure 1b shows the same prompts using a spatial auditory
display.
Spatial auditory displays can help a driver associate an application or prompt with a specific location and effectively communicate dynamic spatial information associated with an object
(for instance, current location and trajectory). This improves
both the user experience of in-vehicle applications and driver
performance.
Spatial cues used by listeners
Spatial auditory displays deliver acoustic cues that the human
auditory system uses to localize sounds. These cues include:
›› Onset disparities: Differences of when a sound begins
at the left ear and at the right ear
›› Interaural time differences: Differences in phase of
a sound between the listener’s two ears
›› Interaural level differences: Differences in sound level
at the ear directly in the path of the sound compared to the
ear in the sound shadow produced by the listener’s head
›› Spectrum: Distribution of intensity of the sound across
its frequencies
www.embedded-computing.com

More
accurate

Large array of loudspeakers
Headphones or two loudspeakers with cross-talk cancellation
Surround sound system (for instance, surround sound 5.1 audio)
Stereo signals with balance and fade control
Mono signal with balance and fade control

Figure 1a | Auditory prompts sound like they’re coming from
the same location in a standard auditory display for phone and
climate control applications.

Less
accurate

Single loudspeaker using monaural cues

Figure 2 | Vehicle audio system hardware implementations, in
descending order of localization accuracy.

Identification errors
Identification errors are errors the user makes when identifying the application, object, or event that produced a prompt,
instruction, warning, and so on. Though users often eventually figure out the correct source of a sound, this identification
requires effort and costs time.

Figure 1b | Auditory prompts sound like they’re coming from
different locations in a spatial auditory display for phone and
climate control applications.

›› Overall level: Intensity of the sound being heard
›› Direct-to-reflected sound ratio: Intensity of the sound
that reaches the listener directly relative to the intensity
of the sound that is reflected off objects before reaching
the listener
›› Deltas from reference objects: Differences in the
aforementioned cues between the sound and a reference
sound
Different types of spatial auditory displays
The degree to which a spatial auditory display can cause a
user to perceive a sound at the desired location depends on
its implementation. This implementation depends on hardware
(essentially the number, type, and location of speakers) and
capabilities of the signal processing (for instance, wideband
versus standard signal). Figure 2 lists vehicle audio system displays, ranked by accuracy. Note that even with an ideal display,
the limits of human perception hinder the precision with which
location can be used to identify and differentiate prompts.

Spatial location is a mnemonic device that helps users
remember items by their location. The human auditory system
automatically processes acoustic localization cues at a lower
cognitive level to identify position; thus, users in a vehicle will
remember that sounds from a specific location belong to the
associated application, object, or event. Because it is a reliable clue to the source of the sound and hence to the action
required, spatial location helps reduce the time and effort the
driver needs to correctly interpret a prompt and perform the
required action.
Location errors
Location errors occur when the user’s judgment of a sound’s
location differs significantly from its true location. For
example, if an ambulance is approaching from the right, but
the left window is open and there is a building on the left
reflecting sound from the siren, then a driver might incorrectly
judge the ambulance as approaching from the left instead of
the right. By controlling the acoustic cues delivered to the user,
spatial auditory displays can help the driver correctly locate
the ambulance (see Figure 3).

Improvements to driver performance
Spatial auditory displays can improve driver performance
because they improve the human-machine interface the driver
uses to communicate with the vehicle. Better task performance
is enabled by improvements in areas such as error reduction,
shortened response times, and better comprehension. This
helps lessen the effort required to perform a task and reduces
judgment errors, allowing for faster and more accurate performance of driving and secondary tasks.
Error reduction
Spatial auditory displays help reduce identification, location,
and navigation maneuver errors.
www.embedded-computing.com

Figure 3 | A spatial auditory display can help a driver locate
and track an emergency vehicle.
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Navigation maneuver errors
Navigation maneuver errors occur when the driver fails to
maneuver the vehicle as prompted. Spatial auditory displays
help decrease these errors in two ways. First, they provide
redundant information on the location of the maneuver.
Instead of just verbally prompting the driver to “turn right in
100 meters,” spatial auditory displays provide redundant information about the location of the maneuver by localizing the
prompt in space. Second, they can convey trajectory information about the maneuver using apparent motion of the auditory
prompt to convey, for instance, a slight right as opposed to a
sharp right.
Improved driver response times
Spatial auditory displays can reduce the time a driver needs
to identify the application that is providing a prompt and
to fix an object’s location. With sounds emitted by a device
such as the telephone always coming from one location, and
those emitted by the climate control system always coming
from another, a driver can instantly recognize the source of
a sound or instruction. A spatial auditory display providing
spatial cues to an object’s location and trajectory, such as an
approaching vehicle at a blind intersection (see Figure 4),
reduces the time required by the driver to correctly locate
the object. Especially if the object is another vehicle on a
collision path, time gained can mean the difference between
a close call and an accident.
Improved speech comprehension
Spatial auditory displays can also improve speech comprehension in noisy vehicle environments by placing speech at
a different location (or locations if there are multiple voices
on the far end of the conversation) than noise sources such as
the tires, engine, and so on. This placement produces a better
sense of presence for far-end voices, which can be crisply
localized directly in front, for example, instead of existing
as a smeared spatial image down in the foot well. Playing

Improved interaction
between the driver and in-vehicle
applications, the vehicle itself,
and its context speeds reaction
times and reduces the cognitive
load on the driver.
back voices from different locations than noise sources helps
drivers improve speech comprehension by taking advantage
of the “cocktail party effect” – a listener’s enhanced ability
to focus on a specific voice while ignoring other voices and
noises because of information provided by the directionality of
the sounds.
The benefits of improved speech comprehension are not
limited to phone conversation. Especially if combined with
wideband telephony, spatial auditory displays can help
decrease driver distraction because the easier it is to understand who is speaking and what is being said, the fewer shared
cognitive resources are required for the conversation.
Impact on driver performance
Ultimately, spatial auditory displays in vehicles help the driver
easily, rapidly, and correctly identify who or what is speaking or
emitting a sound, its location, and its meaning. This improved
interaction between the driver and in-vehicle applications
(navigation, phone, and infotainment), the vehicle itself, and
its context (notices and warnings) speeds reaction times and
reduces the cognitive load on the driver, leaving more cognitive
resources available for the business of driving.
Auditory cues for intuitive interpretation
Spatial auditory displays will prove invaluable both for facilitating human-machine interaction within vehicles and as an
enabling technology for new in-vehicle applications. These displays provide auditory cues like those humans have been using
for millions of years to intuitively identify and understand object
and event locations, trajectories, and meanings, enhancing the
driver’s awareness of what is going on around the vehicle and
reducing cognitive load to free resources for driving.
Scott Pennock is senior standards
specialist at QNX Software Systems.
QNX Software Systems
www.qnx.com

Figure 4 | A spatial auditory display can alert a driver about an
approaching vehicle at a blind intersection.
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Wireless technologies accelerate
the next wave of in-vehicle innovation
By Bart Giordano

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Near Field Communication are shaping today’s in-vehicle infotainment
designs and promising to provide the next generation of vehicle-to-vehicle communications such
as traffic management, incident avoidance, and social networking. By implementing a single chip
that combines all of these radio technologies, designers can help solve many of the complex
design challenges facing systems engineers using multiple wireless communication protocols
in their designs.
From climate control touch-screen dashboards to smartphones
that read text messages aloud in the car, the buzz surrounding
In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems has reached a fever pitch. As
car manufacturers scramble to build advanced infotainment systems that bring all elements of the entertainment experience on
the road, they require new, advanced wireless technologies. But
which specific wireless technologies do manufacturers need to
transform cars into sophisticated mobile entertainment systems?
Technologies enable true IVI experiences
Although major automotive manufacturers have already begun
introducing various IVI technologies, enabling true in-vehicle
wireless entertainment requires standards-based technologies
built on a single System-on-Chip (SoC). The next wave of IVI
applications will rely heavily on three wireless technologies –
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Near Field Communication (NFC) – built
on one combination radio chip. And as the market continues
to evolve, OEMs will need to leverage traditional Wi-Fi rolling
hot spots to offer vehicle-to-vehicle communications such as
traffic management, incident avoidance, and social networking.
Bluetooth
Some use cases for in-vehicle Bluetooth technology are relatively well-known and others will become more apparent as the
popularity of in-vehicle wireless infotainment grows.
www.embedded-computing.com

The most popular application for Bluetooth technology today
is hands-free driving. In many states, Bluetooth not only solves
safety issues associated with using mobile technology while in
the car, it also fulfills government mandates calling for handsfree driving. Another popular use case for the technology is
audio streaming. By leveraging Bluetooth, consumers can
stream songs from their smartphones and play music on their
speakers, allowing them to transform their smartphone into a
car stereo.
The Bluetooth SIG has specified a standard mechanism for
streaming high-quality mono or stereo audio from a Bluetooth
master such as a smartphone to a slave device like an IVI system.
The Advanced Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP) encodes
2-channel audio in a Bluetooth-friendly format, which is sent
wirelessly and decoded at the Bluetooth receiver. The SBC
audio codec is a mandatory component of the A2DP profile,
but other industry standards and proprietary codecs can also
be accommodated.
Today, several proprietary radios enable keyless entry and
proximity sensor capabilities to unlock car doors or start the
ignition. But because these links are not based on standards,
each accessory must be compatible with the specific proprietary technology or it will not work.
Embedded Computing Design
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Wireless SoCs that include Bluetooth
Low Energy (LE) capabilities, however,
enable interoperability with all in-vehicle
wireless systems, allowing consumers to
use any of their mobile accessories to
open car doors or start the ignition.
The advent of the Bluetooth LE specification represents a paradigm shift in efficiency, enabling dramatically increased
battery life for Bluetooth products. The
LE specification enables use cases and

products that consume very little power,
allowing the development of small
sensor-based products that can survive
on a small cell (such as a watch) battery
for several years. This innovation will
help drive Bluetooth technology into
keyless entry fobs and other new applications that previously were out of reach
from an efficiency standpoint.
Given the broad proliferation of
Bluetooth in mobile products, a wide

has gone MOBILE!

Download the embedded industry’s
ONLY app for FREE!
http://itun.es/iS67MQ
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variety of devices can be used in automotive applications to remotely control
a vehicle for security, climate control,
ignition control, and other functions.
Bluetooth LE profiles are used to define
a specific behavior when two Bluetooth
LE-enabled devices come close or
move farther away from one another.
By monitoring the absolute RF path loss
between the two devices, the relative
distance between objects can be ascertained. Furthermore, actions such as
locking or unlocking the doors, starting
the ignition, and choosing preferences
such as climate, seating adjustments,
multimedia selections, and other userspecific profiles can be set when the
driver approaches or leaves the vehicle.
Standards-based HD Video over Wi-Fi
Today, consumers rely more on their
mobile devices than ever before. In turn,
this reliance has created heightened
demands for technology that allows consumers to access and display all of their
personalized smartphone data directly in
their car. To ensure this seamless transfer
of information between the mobile and
automotive ecosystems, car manufacturers must leverage standards-based
technology that enables consumers to
carry any phone into any car and transfer
data wirelessly.
An upcoming industry-standard specification that defines an interoperable
mechanism for reliable, point-to-point
HD video transmission between two
Wi-Fi-enabled devices is expected from
the Wi-Fi Alliance in the second half of
2012. Although video over Wi-Fi applications have been available for quite some
time, this is the industry’s first attempt to
develop an interoperability specification
for video distribution. It specifies provisioning and management for negotiating
video capabilities between a source and
sync device, standard video transcoding
schemes built on H.264, transport and
control schemes, packetization, and
content protection based on Highbandwidth Digital Content Protection
(HDCP) 2.0. Many of the device and
service discovery components of the
protocol are built around the previously
released Wi-Fi Direct specification.
www.embedded-computing.com

The Wireless Display specification
enables car manufacturers to wirelessly
mirror smartphone screens to in-dash
LCDs, creating an immediately personalized interface in the dashboard.
Additionally, this standards-based
technology allows consumers to safely
control smartphones through the dashboard so they can answer calls and check
text messages.
Wireless Display can support a variety
of frame rates and video resolutions
depending on the capabilities of the
source and sync device. The specification will support up to full 1080p HD
video at 60 frames per second, with
extensions for 3D video. Provisions are
available for low-latency transmission to
enable display mirroring and real-time
gaming over the link. A user interface
back channel is available to allow remote
control of video (play, pause, rewind,
and so on) and other functions such as
mouse and keyboard.
NFC
Although NFC is often associated with
cashless payments, its ability to deliver
security features to IVI systems is instrumental in providing an optimal end-user
experience.
NFC operates in the unlicensed
13.56 MHz band and can be used as
an out-of-band communication link for
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Setting up a link
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth is a complicated
process that the average consumer is
unable to accomplish, but by implementing NFC, consumers can simply
touch their phone to the NFC receiver
in a car and secure a wireless connection, rather than having to search for
networks or set up a W2A pass phrase.
One primary advantage of using NFC to
provision a Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connection is that NFC is easier to set up than
more complex radios, and the setup
time is generally shorter (on the order
of milliseconds). NFC leverages the principle of magnetic induction to establish
a communication link between two
devices employing loop antennas. The
effective range of link is no more than a
few centimeters, so the user experience
for setting up the connection is built
around close proximity or touch.
www.embedded-computing.com

Moving beyond in-vehicle
communications
While automotive manufacturers must
focus on Bluetooth, Wireless Display,
and NFC to optimize in-vehicle wireless
infotainment, the next wave of innovation will be outside the car.
To suit the needs of the 2012 consumer,
automotive manufacturers have begun
leveraging Wi-Fi rolling hot spots to
enable streaming music and videos in
vehicles. Several upcoming use cases
will drive even further adoption:
›› Vehicle-to-home: This will
allow a vehicle to automatically
sync with a home media server so
consumers can download music,
videos, and more multimedia
content.
›› Vehicle-to-Internet: This will allow
a vehicle to sync content with various
public hot spots. For example, a
car can remotely deliver diagnostic
information to a manufacturer
or dealer to keep it adequately
serviced and running longer.
›› Vehicle-to-vehicle: This technology
will provide incident-avoidance
features and allow various social
networking functions including
location-based services, offering
capabilities such as alerting a
consumer when they have a friend
around the corner.
Multiple connectivity features
on one chip
To integrate next-generation in-vehicle
wireless technologies, the car of the
future must leverage combination
radios. Therefore, it is essential to implement a single wireless chip that can
enable all of these connectivity functions
in the vehicle.
By building multiple complementary
radio technologies into a single piece
of silicon, designers can solve some
of the most difficult design challenges
facing systems engineers using multiple
wireless communications protocols in
their products. One example of such a
product is Marvell’s Avastar 88W8787
(Figure 1), an IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n 1x1 +
Bluetooth 3.0 + FM wireless SoC that
is widely adopted in smartphones, tablets, mobile routers, portable gaming,

Figure 1 | The Marvell Avastar
88W8787 integrates 802.11a/b/g/n
WLAN, Bluetooth 3.0, and FM
Tx/Rx on a single chip to support
high-throughput data rates in nextgeneration wireless applications.

cameras, and other consumer electronic
products. The device is also qualified to
meet the stringent quality and reliability
requirements for automotive applications, and is thus well-suited for today’s
IVI systems.
IVI systems in particular offer multiple
use cases for concurrent radio operation,
and great care must be taken to preserve
the user experience in those situations. Technologies such as Long Term
Evolution (LTE), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth
operate in the same or adjacent frequency bands, and special techniques
must be employed to enable concurrent
operation while minimizing the impact
of interference among the radios.
Antenna-sharing techniques and complex Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)
algorithms are effective strategies for
assigning priority and arbitrating airtime
between the radios to ensure a robust
user experience. The implementation
of these techniques is dramatically simplified when all the technologies come
from the same vendor and reside on the
same chip.
Bart Giordano is
director of wireless
marketing at Marvell
Semiconductor.
Marvell
Semiconductor
info@marvell.com
www.marvell.com
Follow:
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Zvi Or-Bach
Founder and CEO, MonolithIC 3D
Zvi Or-Bach contributed to the invention of the first structured ASIC architecture, the
first single via programmable array, and the first laser-based system for one-day gate
array customization. He holds more than 100 issued or pending patents, primarily in
the fields of 3D ICs and semicustom chip architectures. Zvi received his BSc in Electrical Engineering from
the Technion – Israel Institute of Technology and MSc in Computer Science from the Weizmann Institute.
ECD: What emerging trends and challenges do you see in
embedded design?

Some applications will become mission-critical, such as autonomously driven vehicles and accident-avoidance systems.

OR-BACH: Dimensional scaling has reached a pivotal point of
escalating development costs and interconnect ResistanceCapacitance (RC) delays. Quoting IBS, “At 14 nm, complex chips
will cost $200 million to $500 million to design, and re-spins
will cost $20 million to $50 million. The cost of failure will
increase dramatically.” Very few designs can be financed at
such high costs.

MonolithIC 3D has innovated practical technologies to process
multiple tiers of circuits with vertical connectivity comparable
to horizontal connectivity. The technology utilizes thin layers
(<100 nm) of monocrystalline silicon so that each tier adds
about 1 micron to the chip’s thickness, allowing high integration if the yield limit can be overcome. Utilizing a high density of
vertical connections, we have developed methods that enable
effective logic redundancy to overcome yield limitations and
in-field circuit failures.

RC delays are a key bottleneck in today’s chips, and the ratio
of interconnect RC delay to transistor delay has been growing
by about an order of magnitude for every two nodes of scaling.
A GPU made with 28 nm CMOS, for instance, requires several times more energy for communicating data than for
computation.
We are now seeing a trend to develop 3D IC technology, such
as the Hybrid Memory Cube introduced by Intel, Micron, and
others. As well, TSMC and GLOBALFOUNDRIES have announced
they are establishing manufacturing lines for 3D IC. We believe
that these trends will accelerate with the adoption of monolithic
3D technology as an alternative for dimensional scaling.
ECD: Which engineering specialties are most valuable to
your company, and are they difficult to find?
OR-BACH: Our company is about reinventing the semiconductor industry from 2D into 3D. We develop innovative flows
that utilize well-known semiconductor processes to construct
devices with multiple transistor layers. Our team must accomplish what was once considered unachievable while using proven
processes and equipment. Finding engineers with a broad yet
deep process knowledge, in addition to possessing an innovative bent and the ability to think without a “box,” is difficult.
ECD: What is your assessment of the demand for
ubiquitous connectivity, and how does it affect your
product development plans?
OR-BACH: In the next 10 years we expect to see rapid growth
in wireless communication, especially in the Internet of Things.
www.embedded-computing.com

These methods are based on three primary ideas:
›› Swap/replace at a logic cone granularity level.
›› The redundant logic cone/block is directly above, so there
is no performance penalty.
›› There is negligible design effort, as the redundant layer is
an exact copy of the primary layer.
Scan chain technology enables circuit testing whereby faults
are identified at the logic cone level. The device controller uses
this information to replace a defective logic cone by the redundant logic cone located ~1 micron above.
Building the same circuit twice, one on top of the other, allows
the replacement logic cone above to repair every fault. Such
a repair involves a negligible power penalty and minimal cost
penalty whenever the base circuit yield is above 50 percent.
This design methodology provides many additional benefits,
including almost no extra design cost. Monolithic 3D technology thus can enable reliable and integrated ubiquitous
connectivity.
ECD: How will embedded computing advance in the next
5-10 years?
OR-BACH: We will see growth in the area of smart connected
devices that gain access to sensory information and interact
with mobile users and other devices. 3D ICs will offer a new
architectural paradigm, such as ultra-low-power systems and
ultra-high integration, for embedded computing designs.
Embedded Computing Design
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Sebastien Marineau-Mes
Senior VP of Engineering, QNX Software Systems
Sebastien Marineau-Mes has been a major contributor to the QNX technology
portfolio and served as the first project lead for Eclipse C/C++ Development
Tools (CDT). He also led the team that created the QNX Momentics Tool Suite
and worked with Cisco Systems to optimize the QNX Neutrino Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) for
the world’s highest-capacity routers. In addition to his leadership at QNX Software Systems, Sebastien
serves as senior VP for the BlackBerry OS.
ECD: What emerging trends and challenges do you see in
embedded design?
MARINEAU-MES: Mobile technologies will increasingly
influence both the design and functionality of embedded
systems. In fact, application environments and processors
originally developed for smartphones and tablets are already
finding their way into a broader range of devices with wireless
or Wide Area Network (WAN) interfaces, including cars and
medical devices. Even the way we interact with embedded
systems is being influenced by the touch user interfaces
pioneered in the mobile industry. Mobile networks and technologies are also key enablers of Machine-to-Machine (M2M),
which has become the new watchword in the embedded
industry.
As for challenges, managing system complexity will remain
paramount. This complexity will be fed by several factors,
including greater demand for system consolidation and the
growing proliferation of multicore processors.
ECD: Which engineering specialties are most valuable to
your company, and are they difficult to find?
MARINEAU-MES: As an OS vendor, QNX Software Systems
depends on a range of specialists, from kernel architects to
user interface designers. But developers who understand the
entire software stack are especially valuable. The more you
understand the entire stack, the better you can pinpoint the
most elegant and innovative place to implement a feature
or optimize performance. These generalists, for lack of a
better term, can be the hardest to find. That aside, we still
need people strong in C and C++. And we’re always on the
lookout for anyone with skills in Bluetooth, HTML5, Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs), multimedia, Near Field
Communication (NFC), networking, OpenGL, WebGL, power
management, and USB.
ECD: What is your assessment of the demand for
ubiquitous connectivity, and how does it affect your
product development plans?
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MARINEAU-MES: The demand is huge and will continue to
grow. Consumers have become conditioned to always being
connected, and their expectations are exerting pressure even
on automakers, who now promote connectivity more than
horsepower when marketing their products.
Ubiquitous connectivity involves three things: content, context,
and communication. Content is what you consume: music,
news, video, and the like. Context is your representation in the
“e-world”; it’s what follows you from system to system, ensuring
seamless access to your content. Communication is the underlying plumbing: IP, WAN, and so on. Now imagine when all this
comes together in, say, your car. The car navigation system can
blend content from your phone and the cloud to learn where
you need to go (based on your contacts), when you need to
arrive (based on your calendar), and how best to get there
(based on live traffic feeds). Enabling this kind of connected
experience through networking, WAN support, and other
technologies guides much of our product development.
ECD: How will embedded computing advance in the next
5-10 years?
MARINEAU-MES: I see an ongoing battle between standardization and fragmentation. Yes, industry standards will play
a greater role, but the temptation to deviate from them will
remain strong. Take HTML5, for example. It lets you build
rich, dynamic applications and user interfaces that can run on
multiple types of devices without significant re-engineering. It
also has the support of a large developer community and frees
you from vendor lock-in. So, without question, it will become
the user interface platform for many embedded projects.
But at the same time, everyone wants to add value, whether to
optimize their products for specific applications or to achieve
market differentiation. This is where deviation from standards
creeps in. Much the same dynamic is at play in the hardware
world. Silicon vendors constantly strive to differentiate themselves and, as a result, we will continue to see processors with
more cores, more specialized hardware acceleration, and
higher on-chip integration.
www.embedded-computing.com

Kwok Wu
Head of Embedded Software and Systems Solutions, Freescale Semiconductor
Kwok Wu has many years of experience in advanced embedded systems and
software, FPGA software development, and Electronic Design Automation (EDA).
He has delivered high-performance scalable software platforms and products for
Freescale’s Power Architecture, Starcore DSP, ARM, and ZigBee Systems-on-Chips (SoCs) in the wireless
broadband networking, telecommunications, consumer, automotive, industrial, smart energy, and telehealth
segments. Kwok holds a PhD, EECS (Computer Engineering) from the University of Texas at Austin.
ECD: What emerging trends and challenges do you see in
embedded design?

architecture. PowerPC processors are also used in the automobile engine management and industrial automation markets.

WU: Internet traffic will grow 5x its size in the next three years
(according to Morgan Stanley), driven by wireless and video
traffic as well as by the Internet of Things, which is connecting
an increasing number of sensors and smart appliances with
on-demand access via multiple smart handsets. Local wireless
routers and access points thus need to become smart gateways, enabled by open-source scalable network platforms,
in order to efficiently handle local traffic in homes, offices,
and factories.

ECD: What is your assessment of the demand for
ubiquitous connectivity, and how does it affect your
product development plans?

The #1 theme is a focus on smart residential gateways with the
Internet of Things – usually for home automation and remote
monitoring to control sensors including smoke alarms, smart
meters, smart appliances for smart energy, and IP cameras for
security. For example, Freescale’s MPC8308nSG smart converged gateway with integrated wireless connectivity including
3G broadband, 802.11n Wi-Fi, and ZigBee wireless sensor
network addresses many market opportunities in the smart
energy/smart grid, health monitoring, industrial and residential
automation, and mobile transportation segments.
The #2 theme is a focus on smart business gateways that
deliver various cloud services for multi-user collaboration and
office-in-a-box, such as unified communications, PBX VoIP, wireless video-on-demand, network video recording, and video
surveillance. Office automation is another growth area offering
businesses cloud-based services across a large number of
users, sometimes in different offices.
ECD: Which engineering specialties are most valuable to
your company, and are they difficult to find?
WU: Freescale Semiconductor is a leader in network and
communication processors (Power Architecture), ZigBee RF
sensor devices, i.MX multimedia application processors, and
MCUs for automobile, transportation, and industrial applications. Freescale’s Power Architecture networking processors
offer efficient and scalable performance with secure trusted
www.embedded-computing.com

WU: Converged network standards allow more devices to
be connected seamlessly. Our product development must
be on an open, scalable platform that can adapt to evolving
connectivity standards. Our smart converged gateways need
to handle multiple wireless technologies (3G, Wi-Fi, ZigBee
wireless sensor) all in one gateway.
ECD: How will embedded computing advance in the next
5-10 years?
WU: The “network is the computer” concept promises to deliver
cloud-based services through the “network as a service”
model. Open-source smart software will provide embedded
distributed intelligence that enables smartphones/tablets,
smart appliances, smart TVs, smart utility meters, and IP-based
programmable communicating thermostats. These smart
devices will offer on-demand Internet access through smart
AP gateways and smart managed switches and routers, driven
by open-source software-defined networks and platforms such
as the Freescale smart gateways that won two international
networking and communication awards. The key approach
is to use an open-source, scalable, portable software platform for networking and communication, such as a softwaredefined network consisting of OpenFlow, OpenStack, and
Open vSwitch.
Furthermore, smart gateways within a campus will be connected
by a mesh network to form smart, resilient networks for local
clouds. Smart software added to smart sensors and gateways
with real-time location and context-aware decision-making will
be more pervasive. These gateways will ultimately create safer,
greener, more secure, and smarter connected communities
(homes, cars, offices, factories) and a rich, personalized connected experience.
Embedded Computing Design
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AAEON Electronics, Inc.

RTC-700R (Rugged Handheld 7" Tablet)

AAEON introduces a 7" rugged tablet computer to its RTC product line. This tablet comes with a 1.0 GHz Tegra® 2
CPU, 7" 1280 x 800 PCT screen and Android™ 3.2 OS. Moreover, the RTC-700R is MIL-STD-810G compliant and meets
IP-65 ratings. The RTC-700R is built to withstand water, dust, vibration and shock as well as extreme temperatures
found in a variety of harsh conditions. The RTC-700R also provides convenient I/O such as miniHDMI, miniUSB and
3.5 mm audio output in addition to a micro SD slot for portable storage. This unit is ideal for applications such as
transportation, gaming, and field sales. Windows® version coming soon!

www.aaeonusa.com

AdaCore

www.embedded-computing.com/p367910

GNATcoverage – Open Source Coverage Analysis Tool

GNATcoverage allows coverage analysis of both object code (instruction and branch coverage), and Ada or C language
source code (Statement, Decision and Modified Condition/Decision Coverage – MC/DC).
Unlike most current technologies, the tool works without requiring instrumentation of the application code. Instead,
the code runs directly on GNATemulator, a lightweight and efficient processor emulation tool instrumented to produce
execution traces.
GNATcoverage can help assess the completeness of a testing campaign and provide precise answers to the needs of
safety-certification processes such as the DO-178 avionics standard.

www.adacore.com

ADL Embedded Solutions Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367911

First Ever, Intel Core i7 Quad in PC/104 Form Factor –
ADLQM67PC-2715QE 2.1 GHz – 3 GHz PCIe/104 SBC

The Intel® Core™ Quad processing performance in a form factor this small (PCIe/104) is unprecedented. At 96mm x
115mm, the ADLQM67PC-2715QE provides a complete Intel® Core™ Quad single board computer in less space than any
other form factor. In fact, the ADLQM67PC footprint is smaller than the typical COM module. This gives the ADLQM67PC
a unique advantage for applications requiring Intel® Core™ Quad performance in a small footprint with temperatures
from commercial to industrial range and simple to highly rugged environments.

www.adl-usa.com

Alpha Data

www.embedded-computing.com/p367699

ADM-XRC-7K1

Alpha Data is a leading global supplier of reconfigurable computer platforms. Based on Xilinx’s latest generation of
powerful 7-Series FPGAs, the ADM-XRC-7K1 is a high performance reconfigurable XMC board. The 7K1 features a
PCI Express Gen2 interface, external memory and flexible front-panel IO options; ideal for applications such as radar/sonar,
beamforming, ELINT, image/video processing, and data encryption. The PCI Express bridge is contained in a separate
device allowing on-the-fly reconfiguration and total user programmability of the target FPGA. The innovative product
pioneers the future of embedded computing by offering users even greater performance, flexibility and scalability.

www.alpha-data.com

Altera Corporation

www.embedded-computing.com/p367912

Cyclone V and Arria V SoC FPGAs

Altera SoC FPGAs integrate a hard processor system consisting of a dual-core ARM® Cortex™-A9 MPCore™ processor,
peripherals, and memory interfaces with Altera’s 28-nm FPGA fabric using a high-bandwidth interconnect backbone.
SoC FPGAs combine the performance, power savings, and robust software ecosystem of a hard ARM processor
system with the flexibility, scalability, and rapid time to market of programmable logic. The Arria® V and Cyclone® V
SoC FPGAs include additional hard logic such as high-speed serial transceivers, variable-precision DSP blocks,
PCI Express® Gen2, and hard memory controllers with error correction code support.

www.altera.com

Atmel Corporation

www.embedded-computing.com/p367913

Studio 6

Atmel® Studio 6 is the integrated development environment (IDE) for developing and debugging Atmel ARM® Cortex™-M
and Atmel AVR® microcontroller (MCU) based applications. Studio 6 IDE offers a seamless, easy-to-use environment to
write, build and debug software applications and fully leverage all hardware capabilities with over 300 Atmel MCUs.
Studio 6 is free and comes with Atmel Software Framework, a large library of source code. With over 1,000 ready-to-run
project examples and a common software API across all Atmel MCUs to streamline the design process, Studio 6 allows
designers to develop differentiating product features while making it easier for engineers to migrate between 8- and
32-bit MCUs by reusing code between projects developed in a common development environment.

www.atmel.com
www.embedded-computing.com
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Atmel Corporation

XSense

Atmel XSense touch sensor technology is a high-performance, highly flexible touch sensor that enables designers and
OEMs to develop products with curved, edgeless touch surfaces. Based on a proprietary roll-to-roll metal mesh technology,
XSense is a high-performance alternative to existing touch sensors, enabling a new generation of smartphones and
tablets while extending touch capabilities into a wider array of new consumer and industrial products.
XSense also offers support for larger touchscreens for products of different form factor, highly accurate stylus performance
(active or passive), narrow border for larger active screen area, narrow bond area for better device reliability and low
sheet resistance for better noise immunity and lower power.
®

™

www.atmel.com

Avnet Embedded

www.embedded-computing.com/p367914

Performance Matched Kits

Avnet Embedded offers an out-of-the-box experience that simplifies the evaluation and integration of system boards
and LCDs. Performance Matched Kits (PMKs) are the technical alignment of displays and system boards, and ensure
compatibility between devices. Avnet Embedded’s engineering experts address the complex connectivity and firmware
issues between these two product sets to deliver a fully vetted set of displays and system board bill of materials.
PMKs, developed using products from industry leading manufacturers, enable faster application development, speed
time-to-market, and save time and money in logistics and the supply chain for purchasing groups.

www.em.avnet.com/pmk

AXIOMTEK

www.embedded-computing.com/p365091

Intel® Sandy Bridge Network Appliance-NA-560

NA-560 is a 1U rack mountable network security hardware platform for VPN, firewall and other network security
applications. It supports Intel® Sandy Bridge & Ivy Bridge processors with Intel® H61/B65/Q67 chipset and four DDR3
1333 memory up to 8 GB. NA-560 has powerful storage interfaces featuring two 2.5" SATA HDD and one CFast™. Also
to alleviate any shutdown issues, the NA-560 supports LAN bypass function through a software program.

us.axiomtek.com

Cadence Design Systems, Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367955

Cadence Virtual System Platform (VSP)

With their increasing software content, creating today’s mobile multimedia devices on-time and on-budget requires
starting software development with or even before hardware components have been completed. The Cadence
Virtual System Platform (VSP) enables pre-RTL software design, verification, and system analysis before committing
to hardware design. It automates the process of creating a virtual prototype, debugging software, and deploying
the virtual prototype to the software team – allowing software development to begin months earlier and preventing
schedule slips in prototype delivery. It accelerates the process of platform creation through automation by enabling
customers to quickly build highly configurable transaction-level non-processor hardware models.

www.cadence.com

e-con Systems

www.embedded-computing.com/p365819

Stereo Vision Camera Reference Design

Capella is the world’s first embedded pixel synchronous Stereo Vision Camera Reference Design for Texas Instruments’
(TI) OMAP35x and AM/DM37x processor on Gumstix® Overo® COMs, designed and developed by e-con Systems.
Capella can be used by customers to develop their own Stereo Vision Camera algorithms and also by customers who
would want to integrate Stereo Vision Camera in their product design. The Capella features a camera daughter card
e-CAM_9V024_STEREO. The e-CAM_9V024_STEREO delivers pixel-synchronous stereo frames to the OMAP/DM37x
processor.

www.e-consystems.com

elt-ipc.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367916

IPC-B1A120

IPC-B1A120 is built with the high-performance Intel Atom 2nd generation N455/1.6GHz fanless processor and delivers
excellent performance and low power consumption. It also offers PCI-104 and PC/104 slots for flexible expansion.
The Intel Pineview-D processor with built-in 2D/3D Graphics Accelerator offers high-resolution display quality
and supports a CRT and LVDS TFT LCD panel. Other features include: LAN, Audio, USB, COM, GPIO, CF, SATA, and
Watchdog. As a PC/104-Plus form factor, low power (single voltage 5V DC input) and flexible expansion interface, the
IPC-B1A120 is the best choice for limited space environments. For more info, please contact: sales@elt-ipc.com

elt-ipc.com
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Emerson Network Power – Embedded Power

LCC250 AC-DC Power Supply

The LCC250 is a 12/24/48V sealed power supply rated for 250W output that can operate at full power up to 85°C
(baseplate temperature) without a fan. An alternative to the common approach of enclosing an open-frame unit, the
LCC250 was designed to be both enclosed and fanless, and is optimized for this mode of operation to offer superior
performance and reliability at comparable cost. Standard mid- to high-power supplies typically offer full power
operation up to just 50°C, and de-rated operation up to just 80°C. The LCC250 has full EN60950 ITE and EN60601
(medical) approvals and IP64 protection, and can operate in constant-voltage or constant-current mode.

www.Emerson.com/EmbeddedPower

Emerson Network Power – Embedded Computing

www.embedded-computing.com/p364154

ATCA-8310 Media Processing Blade

Arguably the most complex ATCA board ever built, the ATCA-8310 is the industry’s only media processing blade with a
“gateway-on-a-blade” architecture. It combines not only the highest density of DSP cores, but also packet and control
plane processing, Ethernet switching, & up to 16,000 ports of optical TDM I/O on a single blade. Bringing together
three normally separate processing elements – 30 TI DSPs, a Freescale QorIQ P4080, and an Intel Core i7 processor –
allows you to use ATCA-8310 to implement a fully redundant media gateway in a 2-slot 3U ATCA enclosure. Despite the
processing density, the thermally optimized layout supports operation in a NEBS environment without exotic cooling.

www.Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

Enclustra FPGA Solutions

www.embedded-computing.com/p363713

Mars ZX3 Embedded Processing Module

The Mars ZX3 EP module combines Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 EPP device with DDR3 SDRAM, NAND flash, quad SPI flash,
Gigabit Ethernet and a USB 2.0 OTG interfaces and thus forms a complete and powerful embedded processing system.
The SO-DIMM form factor (67.6 x 30 mm) allows for space-saving hardware designs as well as quick and simple
integration into the target application. The Mars ZX3 EP Module reduces development effort and improves time-tomarket for Xilinx Zynq-based embedded systems. The module is attractively priced for low and high volume quantities.
Software support for Linux is available now. Support for Android and FreeRTOS is planned for Q3 2012.

www.enclustra.com

Everspin Technologies

www.embedded-computing.com/p367844

16Mb MRAM Family – MR4A08 and MR4A16

Everspin Technologies’ 16Mb MRAM products offer SRAM compatible 35ns read/write timing in parallel 8-bit
(MR4A08) and 16-bit (MR4A16) I/O widths. Write endurance is unlimited and data is retained for more than 20 years.
Data is automatically protected on power loss by preventing writes when the voltage drops below a threshold. The
16Mb MRAM is the ideal memory solution for storage, industrial automation and automotive applications that must
permanently store and retrieve critical data and programs quickly. Devices are available in RoHS compliant TSOP and
BGA packages, with commercial and industrial ranges available and automotive temperature range planned.

www.everspin.com

Extreme Engineering Solutions (X-ES)

www.embedded-computing.com/p367918

XPedite5205 Embedded Services Router (ESR)

Hosting Cisco IOS® IP Routing software, the XPedite5205 PMC is the highest performance, smallest available, rugged
4-port router. It provides highly secure data, voice, and video communications to stationary and mobile network nodes
across both wired and wireless links. When combined with UHF, VHF, Wi-Fi and other radio platforms, the combination
creates mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), without requiring a connection to central infrastructure. It uses the same
Cisco IOS that IT staffs in the military, energy, public safety, and other industries are already trained on, enabling
organizations to expand their networks to include rugged embedded systems without any additional training.

www.xes-inc.com

Extreme Engineering Solutions (X-ES)

www.embedded-computing.com/p367956

XPand6000 Series Small Form Factor Systems

In a package less than 72 cubic inches and weighing less than 3.5 lbs. fully loaded, these convection- and conductioncooled Small Form Factor (SFF) ATR systems support open-standard, COTS components – a COM Express processor
module, a PMC/XMC I/O module, and a 1.8" SSD storage module. Because these systems utilize COTS components,
they can be deployed quickly into airborne or ground vehicles. They are innovative in that, unlike some other SFF
solutions, they support the highest performance Freescale QorIQ and Intel Core i7 processors and they make use of
existing industry-standard components rather than inventing a new SFF standard.

www.xes-inc.com
www.embedded-computing.com
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Freescale, Inc.

Smart Network Gateways for Internet of Things (IOT)

Our future is cloud connection by Smart Network Gateways for Internet of Things (IOT). Gateways, empowered by open source
software platforms, will seamlessly integrate multiple wireless connectivity protocols, such as mobile broadband, Wi-Fi, and ZigBee
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), to network multiple smart devices, such as handsets, utility meters, and appliances. This resilient
mesh network allows for on-demand remote access to all devices through the cloud. Smart software can further provide real-time
location and context-aware decision making, for example allowing more autonomous smoke alarms, and more energy-conscious
appliances. These Gateways will ultimately create safer, greener, and smarter homes.
2012 Australian and New Zealand Smart Metering Conference –
“Freescale MPC8308nSG networked Smart Gateway - Best Networking and Communication Product Award”
www.freescale.com
www.embedded-computing.com/p367977

Freescale, Inc.

Smart, Secure Enterprise Multi-Service Business Gateways for Efficient Cloud Services

Future enterprise network-as-a-service will be empowered with smart, secure Enterprise Multi-Service Business Gateways
(MSBGs) for cloud services. These converged gateways connected in a mesh network of access points (APs) within a campus
will host business applications for mobile device access such as cloud storage and servers for print/eFax, web, and email. The
gateways will enable humans to network and collaborate with video conferencing, unified communication voice telephony and
video services. MSBGs empowered by open-source software platforms will seamlessly integrate multiple wireless connectivity
protocols, such as mobile broadband, Wi-Fi, and ZigBee wireless sensor networks (WSNs). These APs are remotely managed,
provisioned through an AP controller that offers IDS/IPS intrusion prevention, Anti-X security, and data encryption.
2011 Broadband World Forum – “Freescale QorIQ Secure Broadband Gateway Innovative Networking Product Award”

www.freescale.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367978

FreeWave Technologies

GXM

FreeWave’s 2.4 GHz GXM radio transceiver provides OEMs and integrators the performance, reliability and quality
expected of our products in a globally available spectrum and full ETSI, FCC, IC, RoHS and UL Class 1 division
2 Certifications. The 15 gram, 1.4" x 2" form factor of the GXM is a drop-in replacement for the MM2, enabling
companies to leverage their existing designs for international markets where 900 MHz spectrum is unavailable. GXM
is ideally suited for applications where space is a premium and operates reliably from -40 degrees C to +85 degrees C
and has a range of 20 miles.

www.freewave.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367957

GreenBase Technology Corp.

GK-335x

GK-335x is based on the TI Sitara AM335x at 275MHz up to 720MHz ARM Cortex A8 aiming at the low cost ultra
low power MCU embedded market.
It is the first COM product of GreenBase designed in compliance to the new industry standard for ultra low power
computer modules based on ARM and SoCs, named ULP-COM. Through this modular design with ultra low power
consumption it can be embedded to industrial control, connected input/output, and PLC. It can be implemented as a
general purpose HMI or a customer engagement terminal.

www.greenbaseT.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367919

Habey USA

BIS-6625-IV

To address the need for real time voice, video, and increasing data over a dependable cellular connectivity, developers
can look into the compact fanless Intel E6XX Atom platform from HABEY. Based on the open PCI Express architecture, the
E6XX embedded system enables redundant connectivity with dual SIM slots and 3 mini-PCIe slots for multiple wireless
connections. Built with a modular design, the BIS-6625 chassis can hold various off-the-shelf HABEY motherboards/
daughterboard to offer flexible I/O options. Whether it be responding to an emergency call or streaming real time video,
the HABEY BIS-6625 grants an upgradeable long-life platform that is consistently connected for efficient mobility.

info@habeyusa.com

Icon Labs

www.embedded-computing.com/p366222

Floodgate Packet Filter
TM

Floodgate Packet Filter is an embedded firewall providing a critical layer of security for networked devices. It provides
protection from a wide array of attacks by controlling whom the device talks to and what communication is allowed. Floodgate’s
advanced design provides three types of filtering to protect against Internet-based threats:
• Static/rules-based filtering blocks packets based on configurable rules.
• Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) blocks packets based on connection state.
• Threshold-based filtering blocks packets based on threshold crossings to protect against denial of service (DoS) attacks,
broadcast storms and other packet flood conditions.
By controlling which packets are processed, Floodgate blocks attack before a connection is established.
www.iconlabs.com
www.embedded-computing.com/p367920
TM
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Infinite Power Solutions, Inc.

THINERGY Micro-Energy Cells

Revolutionary THINERGY Micro-Energy Cells (MECs) from Infinite Power Solutions (IPS) are unique, solid-state,
rechargeable batteries that serve a variety of vertical markets, including wireless sensors, powered cards, and micro
energy harvesting applications. With near zero self-discharge, MECs provide efficient storage of low charge currents
typical of ambient energy harvesting applications. These paper-thin and flexible MECs provide unrivaled cycle life and
power performance, delivering a permanent, eco-friendly, embedded power solution for today’s miniature electronic
devices. Additionally, IPS offers evaluation kits and energy harvesting based wireless sensor reference designs to
demonstrate the performance advantages of THINERGY MECs while accelerating the design cycle.
®

www.infinitepowersolutions.com

InForce Computing Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p348846

SYS940X Qseven™ Development Kit

SYS940X is a versatile Intel® Atom™ E6xx development platform complete with optimized accessories for your mobile,
low-power embedded applications. Based on the industry standard form factor, this Qseven™ based modular platform
leverages a highly flexible and interchangeable architecture. The system is supported by our development program
equipped with a dedicated web-based portal and 24/7 support services. SYS940X comes with qualified plug-n-play
peripherals with tested drivers for Linux and Windows operating systems, fully supported SDK, and design schematics.
Developers can leverage thousands of applications to accelerate their development cycle and time-to-market.

www.inforcecomputing.com/development

www.embedded-computing.com/p367921

Klocwork, Inc.

Klocwork Insight™ 9.5

Klocwork has reinvented source code analysis with the release of Klocwork Insight 9.5. It is the first C/C++ source
code analysis tool to provide “on-the-fly” analysis. Similar to a “spell-checker” found in popular word processors,
Klocwork Insight instantly underlines defects as developers are writing their code. In the background, sophisticated
syntax and dataflow analysis, build comprehension, and incremental analysis are continuously running to ensure
thorough and highly accurate defect detection. With Klocwork Insight’s on-the-fly analysis, individual developers get
all the benefits of complex code analysis at their desktop instantly, simply and with little training or configuration
needed.
®

www.klocwork.com

Kontron

™

www.embedded-computing.com/p366560

ULP-COM

Kontron’s new module standard bridges the gap between current proprietary industrial offerings and offerings from
the consumer market – a far less suitable solution for demanding environments. The new ULP-COM standard was
developed to encompass a new range of modules for ARM and SOC processors. Based on the 314-pin MXM 3.0
connector, it enables durable, slim, cost-efficient solution designs, even those that need shock- and vibration-proof
construction suitable for harsh environments. Initially covered under the standard are two module footprints to offer
flexibility: a short module (82 mm x 50 mm) and a full-size module (82 mm x 80 mm).

www.kontron.com

Lanner Electronics, Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367958

LEC-7050

Intel ATOM processor N2800 based fanless compact embedded system, featuring a dual core architecture, DDR3
support, a removable cover for easy maintenance, DVI-D/VGA display, dual Intel Ethernet ports at 10/100/1000 Mbps,
dual mini-PCIe for 3G/Wi-Fi wireless connection and single +24V DC.
Key Features: • Intel Dual Core ATOM N2800 • Robust fanless enclosure and compact size • DDR3 memory support
• 2x mini-PCIe (one with SIM-card reader) • Dual 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet ports • External I/O for USBx4, COMx2
(RS232/422/485) • CompactFlash Type I/II and 2.5" storage support • Single +24Vdc system power

www.lannerinc.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367959

LeCroy Corporation

Kibra™ 480 DDR3/DDR4 Protocol Analyzer

The LeCroy Kibra 480 is a stand-alone protocol analyzer that provides comprehensive DDR3 and DDR4 JEDEC timing
analysis. The Kibra 480 incorporates proprietary probing technology designed to non-intrusively monitor DDR4’s high
transfer speeds with fast signal calibration and setup, as well as instant signal lock. The analyzer records live bus traffic
while automatically identifying timing and protocol violations. It displays both commands and errors using a full function
waveform viewer allowing rapid debug of memory devices and controllers. With support for testing both DDR3 and
DDR4, the system allows designers to speed memory integration and ensure faster time-to-market for new products.

www.LeCroy.com
www.embedded-computing.com
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LeCroy Corporation

Advisor™ T3 USB 3.0 Protocol Analyzer

LeCroy’s Advisor T3 is an ultra-portable SuperSpeed USB 2.0/3.0 analyzer that leads the market by offering high
performance features at an extraordinary low price. The Advisor T3 provides all the essential features for debugging
SuperSpeed USB devices, enabling engineers to rapidly bring to market new designs. Key hardware features include
complete capture of native 10b SuperSpeed traffic and event triggering at every level including bus states, ordered
sets, header fields and logical SCSI operations. The intuitive CATC Trace hierarchical display expands to show packet
level events or collapses to show complete transfers, allowing protocol issues to be quickly identified and fixed.

www.LeCroy.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367922

Lilee Systems

Lilee Systems TransAir PTC-3000

Our product is a Software Defined Radio suitable for mobile IP applications. Consisting of three TransAir radios –
Wayside, Base Station, and mobile – the design enables seamless roaming, with link detection, fast handover between
central traffic control, base stations, wayside signals, and mobile networks. Each radio features internal 3G and Wi-Fi
options to enhance network redundancy. The internal GPS option can provide a timing source to other co-located
assets and enhances our TransAir Network Management System with automatic registration and diagnostics. Each
TransAir radio provides high security with AES encryption and powerful policy-based filters and Access Control Lists.

www.lileesystems.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367924

Logic PD, Inc.

DM3730 T+W SOM

Logic PD’s DM3730 Torpedo + Wireless SOM, built around Texas Instruments’ DaVinci 3730 and WiLink™ 7.0, is the
industry’s smallest System on Module. It encapsulates the most complex design components on a dime-sized board
and offers high performance and the lowest power consumption available today. This SOM is ideal for applications
where network connectivity is required and space is a premium. It offers speeds up to 1GHz, access to 802.11a/b/g/n,
Bluetooth and GPS, 256 MB DDR, 512 MB NAND flash and is FCC certified, saving customers significant time and
money by reducing design risk and shortening the final EMC testing phase.
™

www.logicpd.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367812

McAfee, Inc.

McAfee Embedded Control

McAfee Embedded Control blocks unauthorized applications and changes on fixed-function, point-of-service infrastructures, including retail devices, medical devices, industrial control systems, office equipment, gaming devices,
automotive, and various military and aerospace devices.
McAfee Embedded Control extends a layer of device security with a fixed CPU or memory, including point-of-sale (POS)
terminals, ATMs, and medical imaging systems that perform critical functions and often store sensitive data. Its lowoverhead footprint does not impact system performance, and it is equally effective in stand-alone mode, without network
access. Additionally, the solution provides comprehensive change policy enforcement and compliance management,
enabling IT to fulfill and validate compliance requirements efficiently and cost-effectively.

www.mcafee.com

MEN Micro Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367925

Multi-core Rugged COM Achieves Unprecedented Processing Speeds

MEN Micro now offers a PowerPC-based rugged computer-on-module (COM) that offers speeds up to 1.5 GHz via
multi-core processing. Equipped with a Freescale QorIQ processor, the new XM51 is an extension on MEN Micro’s
family of ruggedized COMs based on the space-saving ESMexpress standard, currently in preparation with ANSI/VITA
as RSE 59. When coupled with an application-specific carrier board, the compact XM51 becomes a semi-custom
solution for industrial, harsh, medical engineering, mobile and mission-critical environments. The COM is scalable as
well, from an eight-core, high-end data processing unit to an energy- and cost-efficient four-core module. Regardless
of configuration, all versions feature multi-core and advanced processing capabilities, including encryption.

www.menmicro.com/15XM51-.html

www.embedded-computing.com/p366346

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.

The HDS6601 – A 6U OpenVPX Intel Xeon Dual Octal-Core Module

Intel’s server class processors outperform the mobile class processors in every dimension – more cores, more data
paths, more on-chip bandwidth. Packaging and cooling the server class is a stiff challenge, which means the mobile
class has dominated embedded applications – until now.
Mercury Computer Systems’ HDS6601 uses advanced placement and cooling techniques to harness two of the latest
generation of server-class octal-core Intel Xeon® processors onto a 6U OpenVPX module. Delivering 460 GFLOPS
of processing power in a single slot, the HDS6601 truly is a deployable Intel server.

www.mc.com
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Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.

Digital Storage Unit

Today’s ISR sensors are generating overwhelming amounts of data on each mission, vastly more data than can be
transmitted via communications links. The challenge is designing a mass storage solution that will store untransmitted
data on the platform.
Mercury Computer Systems’ Digital Storage Unit (DSU) uses standard commercial Solid State Disks (SSD), arrayed
within a rugged, conduction-cooled chassis. The SSDs are arranged vertically in pairs, sharing a metal cooling plate
that transfers heat to the chassis. Customizable for specific customer needs, a representative DSU provides 96 TB of
storage within a 0.4 cubic foot space.

www.mc.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367926

Microchip Technology Inc.

MPLAB® X IDE

Microchip remains the only company to support all of its ~900 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit microcontrollers from a single
integrated development environment. We built on that leadership position with the next-generation MPLAB® X IDE,
which uses the open-source NetBeans platform to enable development using the Linux, Mac OS and Windows
operating systems. By adding the option to do embedded development on computers with operating systems other than
Windows, Microchip has opened up embedded-design activities in the MAC OS and Linux environments where support
was limited. A host of high-performance features were also added to MPLAB X, including the ability to manage multiple
projects and tools with simultaneous debugging, an advanced editor, visual call graphs, and code completion.

www.microchip.com

Microsemi Corporation

www.embedded-computing.com/p367960

Microsemi System Management Design Tools

Microsemi’s suite of system and power management design tools for high availability wired and wireless communications infrastructure equipment significantly reduces the cost and complexity of board-level power management
design by integrating system management functions required in communications infrastructure applications. The
suite includes Microsemi’s Mixed Signal Power Manager (MPM) 4.0 reference design with support for mixed analog
and digital point-of-loads (POLs), PMBus™-based communication, and ability to manage up to 64 power rails. The
MPM 4.0 power management solution includes a graphical user interface that simplifies the visualization of the power
sequencing and margining that occurs in complex high availability systems.

www.microsemi.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367928

MIPS Technologies

Aptiv™ Generation of Products

MIPS’ new Aptiv Generation microprocessor cores, including the proAptiv , interAptiv and microAptiv™ families, offer three
distinct performance levels for home entertainment, mobile, networking and embedded applications. With leading high-end
CPU performance/power efficiency, the proAptiv core is ideal for connected consumer electronics devices. It achieves the top
published CoreMark/MHz score for licensable IP cores – offering elite performance in considerably smaller silicon area than
the competition. The multi-threaded interAptiv core is ideal for applications with tight power and cost constraints, delivering
leading performance efficiency in its class. The highly efficient microAptiv core achieves the highest CoreMark/MHz score among
microcontroller (MCU) class cores and adds DSP acceleration and security for cost-sensitive MCU/embedded processor designs.
With the Aptiv Generation, MIPS is pushing performance efficiency to new levels and entering a new era of innovation.
™

www.mips.com/aptiv

Mocana

™

www.embedded-computing.com/p367961

Mobile App Protection (MAP) 2.0

Mocana MAP 2.0 enables enterprise IT to “wrap” new security features like encryption, secure cut and paste, and
per-app VPNs into existing Android or iPhone apps, without having to write any code. It’s all point-and-click. Once
wrapped, apps maintain their new security behaviors wherever they are deployed, even if those apps end up on
devices the enterprise don’t manage.
For more information, go to: www.mocana.com/map

www.mocana.com

MontaVista Software

www.embedded-computing.com/p367979

Virtual Resource Manager, VRM

MontaVista’s latest Linux technology, MVL-VRM, is designed for today’s virtualized network, providing application
portability, dynamic configuration, and real-time performance in a single platform. VRM is a suite of Carrier-class
virtualization technologies – Real-Time KVM, Secure Containers, and Bare Metal Engine – providing a flexible
architecture for deploying optimized virtual appliances. These virtual appliances are pre-built, pre-configured, ready
to run application solutions that may, or may not, contain an OS. Virtual appliances can be built for existing or new
applications, so whether moving off a legacy RTOS or writing a new application, VRM provides full portability of all
software in the virtual network.

www.mvista.com
www.embedded-computing.com
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MSC Embedded

COM Express Modules with quad-core 3rd Generation Intel Core Processors

MSC Vertriebs GmbH presents the first COM Express™ modules based on the 3rd generation Intel® Core™ processor
family featuring a further leap forward in computing power, graphics and video performance in comparison to
previous module generation. The powerful processors utilize Intel’s 22nm process technology with three-dimensional
transistors.
Two new MSC COM Express™ module families supporting Type 2 (MSC CXB-6SI) and Type 6 (MSC C6B-7S) pin-out
will be available. The first products of these module families are equipped with the quad-core Intel® Core™ i7-3615QE
with 45W TDP and i7-3612QE processor. Besides accelerated full HD video encoding and decoding, DirectX 11 and
OpenGL 3.1 are supported.

www.mscembedded.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367929

Oscium

LogiScope

LogiScope is a powerful and unique tool that transforms an iOS device into a 100MHz, 16 channel logic analyzer. A
typical, traditional logic analyzer records a buffer and then requires you to pan and zoom through the saved data.
Now, with LogiScope, you can trigger on exactly what you need to analyze without the need to capture, pause, and
then view. Stop settling for pictures when you can have live data.

www.oscium.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367930

QRC Technologies

QPADD

QRC Technologies, a mobile solution provider, has developed the QPADD as a fully mobile, customizable, semirugged interface device to meet the demand for high-powered devices in today’s field workforce. Featuring an ATOM
Processor, 10.4" touch-screen, innovative device bay supporting 55W of peripheral power, ForeverRun Batteries, and
QuickRestore, the QPADD is fully capable in a multitude of rigorous user environments and mobile applications. It has
all the I/O features you need from a peripheral controlling computer with additional features like swappable Solid
State Drives and an Embedded System optimized OS to provide industry-leading capabilities.

www.qpadd.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367931

Radisys Corporation

T-Series 40G ATCA Platform

Radisys’ T40 delivers a 50% cost-per-bit reduction. It enables the high-efficiency core that operators need to increase
access speeds and market velocity for rapid application development and delivery. The T40 is a telecom-grade system,
pre-integrated with the largest selection of cutting-edge blades, processors and software. This innovative platform
includes: • T-Series Management Software – platform management, load balancing, switch redundancy • 28 Intel®
processors with more than 1TB of memory in a chassis • High-speed 40G chassis with 70 CFM per slot • 160G of
flexible I/O on the hub • Pre-integrated software to enable carrier cloud services • Radisys Trillium® 3G and LTE
protocol stacks.

www.radisys.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367934

Radisys Corporation

CENM10

Radisys’ CENM10, featuring the Intel Atom D2550 family of processors, provides superior performance for low-power
applications. All products in this family are dual-core, with CPU power ranging from 3.5W to 10W. Each processor also
supports an integrated GPU and modern digital display interface capability, giving it the edge in low-power imaging
and human-machine interface applications. The Type 6 pin-out enables solutions that scale from this Atom™ based
solution up to Radisys’ CEQM77 product featuring 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ processor technology.
Key innovative features include: • Compact 95x95mm Type 6 COM Express module • Dual-core Atom™ processors
3.5W-10W • HDMI/DP/DVI, eDP/LVDS, VGA Display options
®

™

www.radisys.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367932

Radisys Corporation

CEQM77

Radisys’ CEQM77 family of COM Express modules, based on third-generation Intel Core i7 processors, supports
graphics and processing-intensive applications in the defense, medical and enterprise markets. The CEQM77 provides
a 20% performance processing increase and twofold graphics acceleration over the previous generation, while
maintaining the small 95mm x 125mm form factor.
Key innovations of Radisys’ CEQM77 module include: • Dual- and quad-core, 3rd generation Intel Core i7 processor options •
Type 6 COM Express Revision 2.0 • -40C to +85C Extended Temperature Range • HD4000 Intel Graphics Controller supporting
DirectX 11 and OpenGL3.1 • 16GB DD3 memory including ECC support • Validated Radisys Trillium® 3G and LTE protocol stacks
®

www.radisys.com
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Samtec

PCIe Active Optical Cable Assembly

PCIe Active Optical Cable Assembly is a full duplex external cable assembly that is a direct replacement for copper
or active copper cable assemblies. The cable can drive Gen 1 or Gen 2 signaling up to a distance of 300m and is also
capable of supporting the emerging Gen 3 data rate at 100m. The electrical to optical conversion circuitry is fully
integrated into the connector housing at each end of the assembly, and the optical signal is transmitted over a small
diameter fiber.
Contact: optics@samtec.com

www.samtec.com

SEGGER Microcontroller

www.embedded-computing.com/p367981

J-Link Ultra+

SEGGER’s J-Link Ultra+ is the only emulator you’ll ever need. Supports any ARM, and Renesas RX core (other cores
soon to follow). Achieves 1.5MB/s download speed. Includes ultra fast Flash algorithms permitting download to Flash,
and the ability to set an unlimited number of breakpoints in Flash. Related software and firmware updates are always
free of charge. Supported by all major IDEs (including GDB compliant debuggers). Don’t be stuck in an IDE that doesn’t
fit a project’s requirements and/or budget. The J-Link Ultra+ is the only industry standard JTAG/SWD + SWO emulator
and production Flash programmer that extends these advanced features!

www.segger.com

Siemens

www.embedded-computing.com/p367935

SIMATIC Nanobox IPC

The innovative SIMATIC Nanobox IPC from Siemens is a particularly compact and flexible embedded industrial PC
that combines high performance with low power consumption. Fanless operation, non-rotating media, and an energy
optimizing Intel Atom processor make this device ideal for simple control, data collection or communication tasks. The
unique dynamic cooling ribs and LED lighting on the face of this device blend aesthetics and functionality, making the
device immediately recognizable. These features, along with rugged industrial construction and user-defined mounting
options make the Nanobox one of the most versatile industrial PCs on the market.

www.usa.siemens.com/pcba

SmartBear Software, Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367936

PeerReview Complete

SmartBear PeerReview Complete is the world’s first peer review tool to bridge the gap between hardware and software
engineers. It helps teams share, evaluate, and annotate design documents, review requirements, specifications
validation plans, 2-D drawings, schematics, VHDL code, and code using one tool. Teams work seamlessly to identify
and resolve issues earlier in development, improving product quality and reducing rework. Meet virtually or conduct
peer reviews asynchronously. Collect key metrics automatically. Know approval milestones are met through audit trails
and electronic signatures.

www.smartbear.com

STEC, Inc. | The SSD Company™

www.embedded-computing.com/p367937

STEC MACH16 Slim SATA

STEC’s SLC flash-based MACH16™ Slim SATA SSD is purpose-built to manage your most mission-critical embedded
applications. With the MACH16 Slim SATA SSD, less is more – 70% less power consumption within a total embedded
storage footprint that’s 60% smaller than HDDs, and because it uses the same standard 22-pin SATA connector as HDDs,
the existing cabling can be reused for easy drop-in replacement. Add STEC’s patented Secure Array of Flash Elements™
(SAFE) and PowerSafe™ technologies, and you’ve got optimum performance and data integrity – embedded.
Available in user capacities of 25 and 50 Gigabytes* (GB), the MACH16 Slim SATA SSD supports sustained performance
of up to 245MB/s for sequential 128K read operations, and up to 150MB/s for sequential 128K write operations.
For more information on STEC’s MACH16 Slim SATA SSD, visit http://www.stec-inc.com/mach16slimsata.

www.stec-inc.com

Technologic Systems

www.embedded-computing.com/p367570

TS-SOCKET Macrocontrollers

Technologic Systems TS-Socket products offer a wide range of interchangeable features, processing power,
and price points, providing a variety of cost effective solutions for your embedded computing needs. Based on a
standardized form factor and two 100-pin low-profile connectors, the standard ensures product designs have a
future with no obsolescence. A wide variety of COTS processor boards can be mated with a standard or custom
baseboard providing only the features your product requires, without additional cost for extra frills found on common
SBCs. When your application requirements change, simply select the appropriate new processor board, and migrate
without starting over.

www.embeddedARM.com
www.embedded-computing.com

TS-4200 Macrocontroller Module
shown mounted on TS-8200 Baseboard

www.embedded-computing.com/p365006
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Tektronix, Inc.

Clarus

Even with perfect RTL, validation of today’s SoCs is difficult and time consuming, particularly in complex designs where
hardware, software, and firmware come together at first silicon. The Tektronix Clarus embedded instrumentation
solution speeds debug and validation of these complex systems by adding a highly efficient, on-chip logic analysis
solution to the RTL. Clarus automates instrumentation of the device and uses advanced software to analyze the
design at-speed. Highly configurable, Clarus delivers comprehensive, real-time visibility into internal signals – with
far more visibility than is possible with ad hoc approaches to instrumentation.

www.tektronix.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367938

Texas Instruments

Audio Capacitive Touch BoosterPack

The Audio Capacitive Touch BoosterPack from Texas Instruments (TI) makes it possible to achieve rock-bottom power
consumption for audio applications by combining the industry’s lowest active power DSP and TI’s MSP430 ultra-low-power
microcontroller. The Audio Capacitive Touch BoosterPack is a plug-in board for the MSP430™ LaunchPad development
kit, and is the first solution from TI where a DSP is solely controlled by a microcontroller. In addition to the low power
advantage, the real-time DSP performance added to the already-popular Capacitive Touch BoosterPack means the
possibilities are endless for microcontroller developers wanting to take full advantage of sophisticated DSP technology.

www.ti.com

www.embedded-computing.com/p367939

Texas Instruments for BeagleBoard.org

BeagleBone

BeagleBone, based on a TI’s Sitara AM335x ARM Cortex -A8 processor, is a small and powerful open-source platform
that runs embedded applications. BeagleBone easily enables inventions like wirelessly networked autonomous robots,
self-teaching electronics education kits, intelligent digital signage, flexible retro-gaming devices, and home automation.
™

™

At over 1.5 billion Dhrystone operations per second and vector floating point arithmetic operations, the $89 BeagleBone
is capable of not just interfacing to robotics motor drivers, location or pressure sensors and 2D or 3D cameras, but also
running OpenCV, OpenNI to recognize the objects around your robot and the gestures you make to control it.

http://beagleboard.org/bone

Timesys Corporation

www.embedded-computing.com/p365848

LinuxLink

Timesys LinuxLink is the embedded industry’s first and only innovative framework that combines cloud and desktop
tools to dramatically reduce embedded Linux complexity and development time. The seamlessly integrated cloudand desktop-based tools enable new and experienced engineers alike to build a custom BSP and SDK in hours. They
can perform advanced customizations and integration on their desktops while accessing the Source Code Repository,
Advice and Update Engines in the cloud. With a fanatical focus on delivering easy-to-use, affordable tools backed by
unmetered expert support, LinuxLink is a disruptive offering that is changing how embedded Linux products are built.

www.timesys.com

Total Phase

www.embedded-computing.com/p343992

Beagle USB 5000 SuperSpeed Protocol Analyzer

The Total Phase Beagle USB 5000 SuperSpeed Protocol Analyzer provides an affordable, powerful solution for
USB 3.0 developers. USB 3.0/2.0 data is displayed in real time on your screen as it is captured, enabling you to
quickly and efficiently verify your trace and its content. Class-level USB data is automatically parsed in an intuitive
and hierarchical display to help engineers drill down quickly to the data of interest. Options include advanced
match/action triggering, simultaneous USB 3.0/2.0 monitoring, and up to 4GB of capture buffer. The Beagle USB 5000
Analyzer comes with our Data Center Software, a royalty-free API, and cross-platform support.

www.totalphase.com

Touch Revolution

www.embedded-computing.com/p367940

NIMble HMI

From iPads to GPS systems, multi-touch devices have saturated the consumer market. Touch Revolution created
NIMble HMI (Human Machine Interface) to give commercial devices the same high-quality touch experience. NIMble
HMI is a fully embedded and integrated drop-in computer module for digital signage, retail, point-of-sale and kiosks.
With a projected capacitive touch display and Android framework, the NIMble HMI is easy to program and deploy. This
durable, low cost solution supports multiple peripherals and is available in several sizes. With NIMble HMI, airlines,
banks, retailers and more can deliver an improved user experience while increasing sales and product differentiation.

www.touchrev.com
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WinSystems, Inc.

Compact Atom SBC Blends PCI Express & PC/104

WinSystems’ PXM-C388-S is a high-performance, PC/104 SBC powered by Intel®‘s 1.66 GHz N455 Atom™. This SBC
adds SUMIT™ PCI Express and USB expansion with the legacy PC/104 connector creating a bridge from the past to
the future providing an upgrade path for existing low and medium complexity systems. This combination assures
designers easy I/O expansion with thousands of standard and custom designed PC/104 modules without requiring an
adapter board and BIOS modifications. The PXM-C388-S’ onboard peripherals include video, Ethernet, SATA, Digital
I/O, Serial I/O and USB. It runs Linux, Windows, and x86 RTOSs. Fanless operation from -40°C to +85°C .

www.WinSystems.com

Wolf Industrial Systems, Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367700

VPX-3U-DMV3CC-MXC

The WOLF 3U VPX MXC carrier card allows a systems designer the ability to incorporate the functionality of up to
two MXC modules in a single 3U VPX slot, providing up to 1 Teraflop of processing power and 12 independent video
outputs. Whether your application requires video graphics output, GPGPU parallel processing, video frame grabbing,
overlaying multiple video feeds, H.264 compression, or AES-256 encryption, you can combine the right MXC module
with the functionality you require to give you the most cost-effective and functional platform for your VPX solution.

www.wolf.ca

Xilinx, Inc.

www.embedded-computing.com/p367980

Vivado Design Suite

Xilinx’s Vivado Design Suite is a highly integrated system-to-IC design environment for 28nm and future-generation “all
programmable” devices. Built using a shared, scalable data model and common debug environment, Vivado addresses
programmable system integration with ESL design for rapidly synthesizing/verifying C-based algorithmic IP; standards-based
packaging of both algorithmic and RTL IP for reuse; standards-based IP stitching and systems integration of building blocks, and
verification of those blocks and systems. To address implementation, Vivado includes a hierarchical chip planner and partitioner,
a logic synthesis tool with industry-leading support for SystemVerilog, and a 4X faster, more deterministic place & route engine
that uses analytics to minimize “cost” functions of multiple variables including timing, wire length, routing congestion.

www.xilinx.com

TechChannels

www.embedded-computing.com/p367942

Application Lifecycle Management

Anywhere embedded software development takes place, an ALM
software platform can help designers and program managers coordinate
all of an application’s or project’s artifacts and activities.

Check out news, white papers, videos, and more on ALM:
tech.opensystemsmedia.com/application-lifecycle-management

www.embedded-computing.com
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Connectivity revs up revenues for
intelligent vehicles

Advances in touchscreen technologies
are transforming pointof-sale machines into
multimedia-rich pointof-service systems. The
new Ingenico iWL200
Series portable payment
terminals incorporate
Atmel maXTouch touchscreen controllers to provide accurate multitouch performance,
support for advanced gestures and stylus, and the ability to
support future devices with larger screens. Offering audio,
video, and touch-screen functionality in a secure platform,
these compact payment terminals enable businesses to build
a full portfolio of applications and services for a range of
markets including retail, catering, transportation, and gaming.
http://opsy.st/Jx36A1
See more videos in our library:
http://video.opensystemsmedia.com.

Thanks to increased Internet access and the
pervasiveness of the cloud, drivers may soon be
recruited for a new game show: Are You Smarter
Than Your Car? Intelligent vehicles equipped with
embedded connectivity are estimated to generate
$14.4 billion in revenues by 2016, according to
a new report from Juniper Research. The report
also indicated that 92 million Internet-connected
vehicles will be in use by 2016 and offer smartphone
integration into head units.
The intelligent vehicle market is getting a lift from
telematics vendors who are debuting units that can be
installed once the vehicle is on the road and providing
more comprehensive services such as safety, security,
navigation, and emergency service access under the
same subscription. The commercial telematics market
is likewise benefitting from companies seeking to
increase fleet efficiency, comply with regulations,
and monitor driver behavior. Vendors will continue
finding ways to leverage the power of the cloud as
they eye new geographical markets and expand
their service models.

▲

‘Touch and go’ service via portable
payment terminals

Read more: http://opsy.st/JrWZDG
While cloud computing gains
momentum in the nonembedded and
embedded arenas, one might wonder
how secure their data actually is.
Do the benefits outweigh the security
risks, particularly for classified military
information? Louise Funke of TransLattice
and Robert Day of LynuxWorks recently addressed this vital
question. Read the full article at: http://opsy.st/Ir3YIH.
See more news and articles at our
Safety and Security TechChannel:
http://tech.opensystemsmedia.com/safety-and-security/

Roving Reporter blog:
Ivy Bridge expands the industrial automation arsenal
By Warren Webb

As the new 3rd Generation Intel Core (Ivy Bridge) architecture emerges, off-the-shelf module makers
have announced a variety of new products to take advantage of the improved performance, I/O, and power
efficiency for embedded systems. These new COTS products come at a time when industrial manufacturers
are looking for faster and more efficient factory automation tools to increase production, lower costs, and beat the
competition. Based on an innovative tri-gate transistor design and 22 nm process technology, the new 3rd Generation
Intel Core processor architecture offers embedded designers an integrated graphics engine with improved performance
along with high-speed data I/O for enhanced real-time applications. The Ivy Bridge architecture also supports USB 3.0 when
paired with the Intel 7 Series Chipset family to increase maximum I/O data rates from the current 480 Mbps to 5 Gbps.
Read more: http://opsy.st/JiKh93
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A 1.66GHz Intel®Atom
Industrial SBC of
EPIC Proportions

TM

The EPX-C380 is a rugged single board computer
that provides an open powerful platform for
industrial applications. Powered with either a single
or dual core processor, it has a wealth of onboard
I/O plus expansion options. Also it supports Linux,
Windows® XP embedded, and other x86 real-time
operating systems.
• 1.66GHz Intel® Atom™ N450 single core or
D510 dual core processor available
• Embedded Gen 3.5+ GFX video core supports
CRT and LVDS flat panels simultaneously
• Custom splash screen on start up
• Optional 1MB of battery backed SRAM
• Two Gigabit Ethernet ports
• Two SATA channels
• Eight USB 2.0 ports
• Four serial RS-232/422/485 channels
• 48 bi-directional digital I/O lines
• CompactFlash (CF) card supported
• MiniPCIe and PC/104-Plus expansion connectors
• High Definition audio supported (7.1)
• WDT, RTC, LPT, status LEDs, and beeper
• +5 volt only operation
• EPIC sized: 4.5” x 6.5” and RoHS compliant
• EBX form factor SBC (5.75” x 8.0”) also available
• Extended temperature operation
• Responsive and knowledgeable technical support
• Long-term product availability
• Quick Start Kits for software development
Contact us for additional information, pricing, and custom
configurations. Our factory application engineers look
forward to working with you.

Call 817-274-7553 or Visit
www.winsystems.com/EPX-C380E1

Ask about our 30-day
product evaluation

715 Stadium Drive • Arlington, Texas 76011
Phone 817-274-7553 • FAX 817-548-1358
E-mail: info@winsystems.com

